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FREEWAY WELL REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION WORKPLAN
1.0 INTRODUCTION

The City of Santa Rosa (City) had an active, municipal water supply well, known as the Freeway Well,
located on a northerly elongated triangular parcel wedged between Cleveland Avenue and Highway
101, north of College Avenue at Ridgeway Avenue. In March of 1987, the City conducted routine
sampling of the Freeway Well and the analytical results revealed the presence of trichloroethene (TCE)
at a concentration above the allowable maximum contaminant level (MCL). TCE is a known
carcinogen, and one of several compounds known as volatile chlorinated hydrocarbons or organic
compounds, also called VOCs. Confirmation sampling conducted by the City confirmed the presence
of TCE, trichloroacetic (TCA), dichloroethylene (DCE) and Freon (other chlorinated hydrocarbons)
in the Freeway Well. TCE is primarily a solvent used for degreasing or used as a dry-cleaning agent.
TCA is also a degreaser or dry-cleaning agent and a propellant. DCE is a cleaning solvent and
degreasing agent, and Freon is a solvent and refrigerant. With the confirmed presence of these VOCs
in water produced by the Freeway Well, the Department of Public Health (DPH, now called the
Division of Drinking Water (DDW)) ordered the City to discontinue use of the Freeway Well for
potable supply, and physically disconnect the well from the City’s distribution system.
Little is known about the geology of the Freeway Well site. The only available geologic
information comes from the original driller’s log which provides very limited one and two-word
descriptions in the lithology. That information does not help explain the productivity of the
Freeway Well, which was high (800 gallons per minute (gpm) or higher) compared to other wells
in the area. In addition, neither the source of the Freeway Well contamination nor the contaminant
migration pathway from the source to the Freeway Well have been identified.
To aid in this effort, the State of California has awarded the City a grant of $488,836 for the
Freeway Well Planning Project, which consists of a Remedial Investigation and a Groundwater
Remediation and Treatment Feasibility Study. The total Project cost (including the Local Match)
is $977,866. This Remedial Investigation Workplan (Workplan) outlines the work which will be
performed to fill the data gaps discussed above and obtain the information required to develop and
evaluate conceptual alternatives for potential future use of the Freeway Well.
The following sections define the project area and objectives, and detail the tasks and procedures
which are required to accomplish these objectives:
2.0 Project Area
3.0 Remedial Investigation Objectives
4.0 Environmental Records Review
5.0 Observation Wells
6.0 Test Boring and Multiple Completion Monitoring Well Construction
7.0 Background Water Elevation Sampling Procedure
8.0 Aquifer Testing Procedures
9.0 Deliverables
10.0 Disclosure Statement
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Freeway Well Remedial Investigation Workplan
2.0 PROJECT AREA

The following section describes the Project area and the constituents of concern detected in
groundwater samples collected from the Freeway Well.
2.1 Project Area Description

The City’s Freeway Well is located on a flat, northerly elongated triangular parcel wedged
between Cleveland Avenue and Highway 101, north of College Avenue at Ridgeway Avenue.
The 0.23-acre parcel includes a stand of redwood trees, the well building, a storage building
(which formerly housed the emergency backup generator for the well), below grade utility vaults,
and a small parking area. The property is fenced with a vehicle access gate along the southern
property boundary on Ridgeway Avenue. Figures 1 and 2 show views of the site from the east
and north, respectively. Figure 3 presents the location of the Freeway Well.
Figure 1. View of site facing east,
from Cleveland Ave

Figure 2. View of site facing north,
from Ridgway Avenue

While many of the tasks outlined in this Workplan will take place on the Freeway Well parcel
(owned by the City), the remedial investigation study area includes a review of environmental and
land use records for sites within an approximately 2,000-foot radius of the Freeway Well property
line. In addition, observation wells within this same 2,000-foot radius will be used to obtain
groundwater elevation data to establish groundwater flow direction and gradients. Therefore, the
Project area is defined as the Freeway Well site and the area surrounding the Freeway Well site
within an approximately 2,000-foot radius.
The area surrounding the Freeway Well is urban. The general vicinity includes retail shops and
businesses, light industrial development, residential neighborhoods, and public and educational
facilities (Figure 4). The land use immediately surrounding the Freeway Well is a mix of light
industry, business and commercial, and single-family residential. Further to the west of the
Freeway Well is a large vacant parcel which was formerly the site of a railroad junction, beyond
which is a large business park. To the south of the Freeway Well, the land use is primarily light
industrial and residential. To the northwest of the Freeway Well the land use is primarily residential
and vacant. Across Highway 101 to the northeast is a Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
(Cal Fire) facility and a National Guard armory. Beyond those facilities are the campuses for the
Santa Rosa High School and Santa Rosa Junior College. Across Highway 101, to the southeast, the
land use is primarily residential.
2
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Freeway Well Remedial Investigation Workplan
2.2 Chemicals of Concern

Contamination from VOCs was first discovered in the Freeway Well during routine water quality
testing in November 1984. The test results were 0.2 µg/L of 1,2,2-dichlorobenzene, 0.1 µg/L of
1,4-dichlorobenzene, 0.2 µg/L of Tetrachloroethane, and 0.2 µg/L of 1,1,2-trichloroethane.
The well was most recently sampled on October 4, 2013. The results are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Groundwater Sample Analytical Results for Freeway Well (Sampled, 10/04/2013)
VOCs, μg/L(a)
Depth,
feet

Sample ID

1,1Dichloroethene(b)

Freon - 113

Toluene

Trichloroethene(b)

Chloride,
mg/L

TDS,
mg/L

118

FW-118’

3.1

12(c)

ND>0.50

18

14.4

290

3.0

12(c)

ND>0.50

17

13.9

260

4.1

16(c)

0.67

22

13.8

280

178
278

FW-178’
FW-278’

343

FW-343’

3.9

16(c)

0.79

22

13.9

280

414

FW-414’

4.2

17(c)

0.81

24

13.6

280

4.2

16(c)

0.90

24

13.6

290

3.6

13(c)

0.87

20

14.2

280

458
498

FW-458’
FW-498’

3.4

11(c)

1.0

19

13.7

280

USEPA MCL

7

-

1,000

5

250(d)

500(d)

CA MCL

6

-

150

5

-

-

590

FW-590’

VOCs = volatile organic compounds
μg/L = micrograms per liter (parts per billion)
mg/L = milligrams per liter (parts per million)
TDS = total dissolved solids
ND = Not detected at or above the respective reporting limit
USEPA MCL = Maximum Contaminant Levels for Drinking Water (US Environmental Protection Agency, 2009)
CA MCL = Maximum Contaminant Levels for Drinking Water (State of California, 2014)
(a) All other VOCs not detected at or above the respective reporting limit
(b) 1,1-Dichloroethene is also referred to as 1,1-Dichloroethylene (1,1-DCE); Trichloroethene is also referred to as
Trichloroethylene (TCE) and 1,1,2-Trichloroethylene
(c) Laboratory qualifier: “Batch LFM/D or MS/D outside acceptance limits. Data is accepted based on passing method required
LFB and/or QCS/LCS”
(d) Secondary MCL: non-enforceable guidelines regarding contaminants that may cause cosmetic effects (such as skin or tooth
discoloration) or aesthetic effects (such as taste, odor, or color) in drinking water.

As a result of discovering VOC contamination in the 1980s, the City immediately halted water
production from the Freeway Well. In 1994 the City physically disconnected the Freeway Well
from the City’s water distribution system at the direction of the DPH (now called the Division of
Drinking Water, (DDW)). While the RWQCB does not know for certain the source of the Freeway
Well contamination, it appears likely to be from nearby sites.
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Freeway Well Remedial Investigation Workplan
3.0 REMEDIAL INVESTIGATION OBJECTIVES

The primary goal of the Freeway Well Planning Project is to determine the feasibility of
reestablishing the Freeway Well as a source of potable water supply serving the City. The purpose
of the Remedial Investigation is to support this goal by providing the missing data required to
evaluate the vertical hydraulic conductivity between water bearing zones. The distribution and
occurrence of VOCs around the Freeway Well has never been thoroughly understood or
characterized. Therefore, a records review will be conducted to determine if there are previously
unidentified potential up-gradient locations that have stored or used VOC chemicals. In addition,
field work will be performed to try to identify exiting wells that can be used as observation wells (if
permission is granted by the well owner) to help verify groundwater flow direction and gradients,
describe lithology (particularly for the deeper water bearing zones), collect hydraulic conductivity
data on the water bearing zones, and identify the presence and concentration of contaminants
(vertically at the Freeway Well site). These factors need to be better understood to be able to
develop conceptual alternatives for potential groundwater clean-up and/or groundwater protection.
Specific objectives of the Remedial Investigation are to:
•

Summarize and compile available environmental records into a database which can
be used to identify potential sources of the Freeway Well contamination

•

Leverage data from previous boring logs and well logs to gain a better understanding
of the lithology of the Project area

•

Obtain data on the vertical geologic characteristics at the Freeway Well Site via a
test boring

•

Assess water quality data from the Freeway Well site at various depths by sampling
from the on-site multiple completion monitoring well which will be installed in the
test boring

•

Determine the relative percent flow contribution of various water bearing zones to the
Freeway Well by performing velocity testing

•

Determine Freeway Well efficiency over the range of flow rates evaluated in the
step test

•

Determine the horizontal and vertical extent of the Freeway Well’s influence by
measuring groundwater elevation levels within the Project area before, during, and
after Freeway Well operation in observation wells for which the City has obtained
permission to monitor

•

Assess water quality data from the Freeway Well at the end of the 72-hour continuous
pumping test

•

Determine aquifer hydraulic properties near the Freeway Well

•

Identify potential contaminant migration pathways into the Freeway Well

6
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL RECORDS REVIEW

The Remedial Investigation Workplan will include a review and summary of available
environmental and land use records within the Project area. The goal of this review is to obtain a
better understanding of the potential sources of TCE contamination in the vicinity of the
Freeway Well, which will allow for a more informed and accurate assessment of potential
contamination pathways. In turn, this will allow for a more informed and accurate assessment of
the feasibility of various future project alternatives to reestablish the Freeway Well as a source of
potable water supply serving the City.
To accomplish this goal, West Yost Associates (West Yost) will compile environmental records
and land use data from multiple sources into a single spreadsheet database summarizing the known
and potential sources of TCE contamination in the Project area. The majority of the data sources
to be accessed to create this Records Review Database (RRD) do not contain geospatial
coordinates and are organized by street address. However, because a given location may have had
multiple addresses associated with it over time, a parcel-based approach to compiling the data will
allow for better tracking of historical data. Therefore, the RRD will be organized by the Assessor’s
Parcel Numbers (APN), rather than by street address or geospatial coordinates.
The risk rating system shown in Table 2 will be used to express the likelihood that a given parcel
is a potential source of TCE contamination. Every record included in the RRD will be assigned a
risk rating. Each parcel within the Project area will then be assigned an overall risk rating, which
will be equivalent to the highest risk rating out of all records associated with that specific parcel.
Table 2. Risk Rating System
Risk Rating

Description

Very High

Known spills of TCE, PCE, or other solvents at this parcel site.

High

Known storage or use of TCE, PCE, or other solvents at this parcel site.

Medium

Based on land use and site history, may have used TCE, PCE, or other solvents during
time of Freeway Well contamination.

Low

Available environmental records and directory listings do not indicate solvent use.

Negligible

Aerial photos indicate no history of industrial or commercial land use, and no
environmental records were found.

Data Gap

Aerial photos indicate a history of industrial or commercial land use, but no
environmental records or city directory listings were found.
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4.1 Data Sources

The records included in the RRD will come from three primary sources:
•

A report produced by Environmental Data Resources, Inc.

•

The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) GeoTracker Database

•

North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) Records

4.1.1 Environmental Data Resources Report

A report will be ordered from Environmental Data Resources, Inc. (EDR) for a 1.5-mile radius
around the Freeway Well site. The EDR consists of many components, including: a search of
environmental records databases, historical City directory listings, Sanborn fire insurance maps,
and historical aerial photographs.
4.1.1.1 Environmental Record Database Search

EDR will search over 120 public and proprietary databases of environmental records for records
with addresses located within a 1.5-mile search radius from the Freeway Well and provide a
summary of their findings. Databases of particular interest include the ENVIROSTOR database,
which is maintained by the Department of Toxic Substances Control Mitigation and Brownfields
Reuse Program and HAZNET, which tracks hazardous waste shipping manifests. Of the 120
databases searched, 39 databases returned records within the Project area, see Table 3.
West Yost will associate the records identified in this EDR report with a City parcel APN.
West Yost will then search the report for the following keywords which may be indicative of
storage, use, or spills of TCE, PCE, or other similar solvents:
Chlorinated
DCE
Degrease
Degreasing
Dichloro
Freon 113
Halogenated
PCE
Perc
Perchloroethylene
Solvent
TCA
TCE

Tetrachloroethene
Tetrachloroethylene
Trichlor
Trichloro
Trichloroethene
Trichloroethylene
Trichlroethane
Tricky
Trifluoro
Trike
Trilene
Trimar
VOC

8
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Table 3. Environmental Records Databases with Records (information on parcels) within the Project Area (a,b)
Acronym
Full Name
AST
Aboveground Storage Tank
CA FID UST
California Facility Inventory Database Underground Storage Tank
CDL
Drug Labs
CERS
CalEPA Regulated Site Portal
CERS HAZ WASTE
CalEPA Regulated Site Portal - Hazardous Waste
CERS TANKS
CalEPA Regulated Site Portal - Aboveground Petroleum Storage and Underground Storage Tank
CHMIRS
California Hazardous Material Incident Report System
CIWQS
California Integrated Water Quality System
Cortese
Hazardous Waste and Substances Sites
CPS-SLIC
Cleanup Program Sites - Spills, Leaks, Investigations, and Cleanups
DEED
ECHO
Enforcement and Compliance History Online
EDR Hist Auto
EDR Historical Automobile
EDR Hist Cleaner
EDR Historical Cleaners
EMI
Emissions Inventory
ENF
Water Board Enforcement Actions
ENVIROSTOR
Department of Toxic Substances Control Site Mitigation and Brownfields Reuse Program
ERNS
Emergency Response Notification System
FINDS
Facility Index System
HAZNET
Hazardous Waste Information System
HIST CORTESE
Historical Hazardous Waste and Substances Sites
HIST UST
Historical Underground Storage Tanks
HMIRS
Hazardous Materials Incident Report System
ICIS
Integrated Compliance Information System
LUST
Leaking Underground Storage Tanks
Notify 65
Proposition 65 Release Sites
NPDES
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
PEST LIC
Department of Pesticide Regulation Licenses
RCRA NonGen / NLR
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - NonGenerators
RCRA-CESQG
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generators
RCRA-LQG
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Large Quantity Generators
RCRA-SQG
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act - Small Quantity Generators
RGA LUST
Recovered Government Archive Leaking Underground Storage Tank
SEMS
Superfund Enterprise Management System
SEMS-ARCHIVE
Superfund Enterprise Management System Archive
SSTS
Section Seven Tracking System
SWEEPS UST
Statewide Environmental Evaluation and Planning System Underground Storage Tanks
UST
Underground Storage Tank
WDS
California Water Resources Control Board - Waste Discharge System
(a) Includes all Environmental records within an approximately 2,000 ft radius of the Freeway Well.
(b) An additional 91 databases were searched for environmental records, but no results were returned within the 2,000 ft search radius.

o\c\405\12-18-69\wp\Rem Inv Workplan\Tables.xlsx
Last Revised: 02-20-19

Description
Listing of aboveground petroleum storage tank locations.
SWRCB active and inactive underground storage tank locations.
Listing of drug lab locations.
Combination database of environmentally regulated sites. Includes hazardous materials and waste, cleanups, and impacted groundwater.
Subset of the CERS database which fall on Hazardous Waste program lists.
List of sites in the CalEPS Regulated Site Portal which fall under Aboveground Petroleum Storage and Underground Storage Tank programs.
Hazardous material releases or spills reported to the California Office of Emergency Services.
SRWQCB database used to track permits, inspections, violations, etc.
Database of hazardous release information.
Cleanup program sites from SWRCB GeoTracker database.
Recorded land use restrictions by DTSC.
Database of integrated compliance and enforcement information.
Potential automobile activity sites: includes gas, gas stations, auto repair, and service stations.
Potential dry cleaner sites: includes dry cleaners, cleaners, laundry, laundromat, cleaning/laundry, and wash and dry facilities.
Toxics and criteria air pollutant data collected by ARB.
Formal Water Board enforcement documents.
Known contamination sites or sites which need further investigation.
Reported releases of oil and hazardous substances.
Contains facility information and references to a variety of other databases.
Data extracted from hazardous waste manifests received by the Department of Toxic Substance Control.
Historical CORTESE sites.
Historical underground storage tanks.
Hazardous material spill incidents reported to the Department of Transportation.
Supports NPDES and other enforcement and compliance programs.
Leaking underground storage tanks from SWRCB GeoTracker database.
Drinking water contaminated by carcinogens or chemicals causing birth defects or other reproductive harm.
Regulated point source discharges to surface water.
List of persons and businesses that apply or sell pesticide.
Information on RCRA sites which do not presently generate hazardous waste.
Sites which generate, transport, or store less than 100 kg of hazardous waste per month.
Sites which generate, transport, or store over 1,000 kg of hazardous waste per month.
Sites which generate, transport, or store between 100 kg and 1,000 kg of hazardous waste per month.
List of LUST incidents from historical databases, including records no longer on government lists.
Hazardous waste sites, potential hazardous waste sites, and remedial activities.
SEMS sites that are no longer of interest to the Superfund Program.
Pesticide-producing facilities reporting to EPA.
Old underground storage tank list kept by SWRCB in the 1990s.
Registered and regulated underground storage tanks. From the SWRCB Hazardous Substance Storage Container Database.
List of sites regulated by the SWRCB's Waste Discharge System.
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Records which contain one or more of these keywords will be thoroughly examined to determine
what they indicate about historical usage or spills of TCE, PCE, or other similar solvents on the
associated parcel. These records will then be assigned a risk rating in accordance with the rating
system discussed in Table 2.
4.1.1.2 Directory Listings

EDR will also provide directory abstracts which are compiled from City, cross references, and
telephone directories. For each address within the Project area, the directory abstracts will list the
name of the property occupant(s) at approximately five-year intervals for the years 1930 through
2014. Property occupant names which indicate non-residential land uses (for example: a business
name) will be entered in the RRD. Using the given address, West Yost will associate each listing
entered in the RRD with a City parcel APN. Based on the given occupant name, an industry type
will be assigned to each listing using professional judgement. If the assigned industry type is one
which may have used large amounts of TCE, PCE, or other solvents (e.g., an autobody shop or a
sheet metal manufacturer), the listing will be assigned a medium-risk rating. All other directory
listings will be assigned a low-risk rating.
4.1.1.3 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps

Maps produced by the Sanborn Map Company provide detailed information on historical land use
patterns in urbanized areas of the United States. Originally produced for use by fire insurance
companies, these maps can provide valuable information on pre-1980s land use which other data
sources may not be old enough to capture. EDR will search a compiled library of Sanborn Maps
for any historical maps which cover the area surrounding the Freeway Well site. West Yost will
then georeference the provided maps in GIS and enter any information on business types which
may have used significant amounts of TCE, PCE, or other similar solvents into the RRD. Records
from the Sanborn maps will be assigned a medium-risk rating.
4.1.1.4 Historical Aerial Photographs

EDR will provide a digitally reproduced historical aerial photograph for each decade (if available)
for the years 1930 through 2016. West Yost will review the photographs to determine general land
use patterns in the area surrounding the Freeway Well site. The aerial photographs will be used to
identify parcels which have had a history of industrial or commercial land use. Parcels which are
found to have a history of industrial or commercial land use, but for which no other data sources
have records, will be noted as Data Gaps in the RRD.
4.1.2 GeoTracker

The SWRCB’s GeoTracker database contains data on sites which have the potential to impact
water quality and tracks cleanup and investigation actions taken by the SWRCB to address these
issues. Geotracker sites within the Project area will be downloaded from the SWRCB Geotracker
website (https://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/) and imported into the RRD. Each site will be associated
with a City parcel APN using the site’s address or geospatial coordinates. West Yost will review
the documents associated with each site and determine if they indicate any contamination from
TCE, PCE, or similar solvents. Each GeoTracker site will then be assigned a risk rating in
accordance with the rating system discussed in Table 2.
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4.1.3 Regional Water Board Records

The 1990 report by the North Coast RWQCB titled “Update on the Santa Rosa Freeway Well,
AB1803 Well Investigation Program” summarizes the investigation conducted by the RWQCB
into the potential source(s) of the Freeway Well contamination. West Yost will review the
supporting electronic and physical background documents kept on file by the RWQCB, and
interview available RWQCB personnel who are familiar with the previous investigation for
additional insight into the approaches taken by the RWQCB. Any additional information obtained
from these documents or staff discussions about potential sources of contamination will be
included in the RRD.
4.1.4 Other Data Sources

As the records review progresses and potential sources of contamination are identified, additional
evaluation of specific sites may require referencing additional data sources not discussed above.
In addition, other evaluation criteria not included in Table 2 may need to be used to adjust the risk
ratings to provide increased differentiation between various sites. For this purpose, several fields
will be included in the RRD which will allow users to override the risk rating calculated from the
three primary data sources, and provide comments explaining the rational for doing so.
4.2 Follow-up on Sites of Interest

After compiling the RRD and reviewing the information contained within, West Yost will identify
sites which are of particular interest to the Remedial Investigation based on their historical land
use, proximity to the Freeway Well, environmental records, or other characteristics. Based on this
list of sites of interest, the City will develop outreach materials explaining the goals and objectives
of our Project, and then contact the site owner and/or tenant and send them these materials.
Through this outreach, the City will attempt to arrange site visits for City and West Yost staff to
discuss the site history and chemical usage with the owner and/or tenant. The data obtained from
these site visits will be incorporated into the RRD and used to further narrow down the list of
potential sources of Freeway Well contamination.
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5.0 OBSERVATION WELLS

To determine the vertical and horizontal influence of pumpage by the Freeway Well, groundwater
elevation data must be recorded at a variety of points within the Project area before, during, and
after constant rate pump testing of the Freeway Well. To accomplish this, West Yost identified
and reviewed available records for known groundwater wells within the Project area, and then
selected a list of wells in desirable locations and with appropriate construction details for follow-up
with the well owners. The City then contacted the owners of these wells to confirm whether these
wells exist on the property, if any construction information/details are available, and if the owners
are interested in allowing the City to measure groundwater elevations at these locations.
5.1 Groundwater Well Records

To identify potential observation wells, West Yost reviewed the following databases for
groundwater wells:
•

The DWR database of well construction, modification, and destruction records

•

The SWRCB GeoTracker Database

•

North Coast RWQCB Records

•

The City of Santa Rosa Backflow Devices Database

West Yost compiled the data obtained from these sources into a single Geographic Information
System (GIS) database which contains information related to the location, depth, and other
important attributes for the wells located within the Project area. A secondary goal of this records
review is to compile a database of boring logs and well logs which can be used to obtain additional
information on the subsurface geology in the vicinity of the Freeway Well. Where available, boring
logs and well logs were downloaded from the data sources listed above and incorporated into the
GIS database.
5.1.1 DWR Database

DWR requires drilling contractors to submit a Well Completion Report whenever a well is
constructed, modified, or destroyed. These reports are public records which are available in an
online database (https://water.ca.gov/Programs/Groundwater-Management/Wells). While reasonably precise
geospatial coordinates are provided for some well records within this database, most of the well
records are only able to provide the location of the well based on the township, range, and section
number. For these well records that lack precise geospatial coordinates, West Yost used the well
record’s address to associate the well record with a City parcel APN, and then used the parcel APN
to obtain the approximate location of the well. Where available, West Yost also incorporated
information on well depth, well type, and the submitted Well Completion Report (which may
include boring logs or well logs) into the GIS database.
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5.1.2 GeoTracker

The SWRCB’s GeoTracker database contains detailed data on monitoring wells designed,
constructed, and maintained related to site cleanup and investigation actions required by the
SWRCB to address threats to groundwater quality. West Yost downloaded the available
monitoring well data from GeoTracker and used the monitoring well coordinates to plot the wells
in GIS. Where available, additional data was incorporated into the GIS database, including well
depth, depth to groundwater, water quality sampling results, boring logs, and well logs.
5.1.3 Regional Water Board Records

The 1990 report by the North Coast RWQCB titled “Update on the Santa Rosa Freeway Well, AB1803
Well Investigation Program (Report)” summarizes the investigation conducted by the RWQCB into
the potential source(s) of the Freeway Well contamination. In 1988 the RWQCB took water quality
samples from wells near the Freeway Well as part of this investigation. These wells are depicted on
Figures 2 and 3 of the RWQCB report (see Appendix A), and the text of the Report includes addresses
and well depths for a couple of the sampled wells. West Yost plotted the approximate location of the
wells depicted on these figures in the GIS database, and reviewed supporting electronic and physical
background documents kept on file by the RWQCB for additional data about these wells.
5.1.4 City Backflow Devices

The City maintains a database of active water accounts that have backflow devices for on-site
wells (these wells are typically used for outdoor irrigation since water for domestic consumption
use is provided by the City). The database is organized by City parcel APN, and therefore only
provides the approximate location of each well. This data source does not include well depth,
boring logs, or any other relevant data besides well location.
5.2 Potential Observation Well Identification

To identify potential off-site observation well monitoring locations, West Yost identified and
reviewed available records of known groundwater wells within the Project area, and then selected
a list of wells in desirable locations for follow-up with the well owners. The City contacted the
owners of these wells to confirm whether these wells exist on the property, if any construction
information/details are available, and if the owners will allow the City to measure groundwater
elevations in their well.
The following criteria were used to identify potential observation wells to try to include in the
monitoring plan:
•

Wells which have a depth greater than 100 feet. Water level data to be collected from
selected observation wells will be used to establish the baseline direction of regional
groundwater flow and flow gradient. Therefore, the water level measurements from
these selected observation wells should be reflective of the deeper, regional aquifer
system in the area of the Freeway Well. As requested by the Regional Board staff, the
City will also reach out to and try to collaborate with Union Pacific Railroad and their
consultant to see if their MW-44 and/or MW-45 can be included in the City’s
observation well network.
13
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•

Wells which are aerially located at varying distances from the Freeway Well. Ideally,
the set of observation wells included in the monitoring network plan would be within
about 250 feet and as far as 2,000 feet from the Freeway Well.

•

Wells which are aerially located up-gradient, down-gradient, and cross-gradient from
the Freeway Well. The groundwater gradient in the Project area is believed to be
generally toward the southwest.

The City’s goal was to establish a network of at least three private wells in the area for which the
City can obtain owner permission to observe groundwater levels and determine groundwater
gradients and flow direction. Figure 5 presents the estimated locations of identified, potential
observation wells to be investigated and evaluated by the City, for possible inclusion in the
monitoring network, if approval is received from the well owner and tenant. Table 4 provides
relevant information such as address, property owner name, and other data for these wells which
were evaluated.
Table 4. Potential Observation Wells Sites
Well
Number

Site Address

Property Owner

Well Depth,
feet

Well Description

1

Junior College

Santa Rosa Junior College District

393

Bailey Well

2

Junior College

Santa Rosa Junior College

250

Lounibos Well

3

211 Ridgway Avenue

City of Santa Rosa High School District

342

SRHS Well

4

1236 Cleveland Avenue

Fisher James W II et al

180

Culligan Well

5

40 Ridgway Avenue

Superior Supplies Inc

158

Unknown

6

50 West College Avenue

Kaiser Industries Corp

130

Industrial Water Supply Well

7

40 West College Avenue

Devincenzi Frank Dean et al

Unknown

Unknown

8

12 West College Avenue

Suburban Propane

Unknown

Unknown

9

55 College Avenue

Berner Glenna M Fbo et al

Unknown

Unknown

10

1235 Central Avenue

Smith Gregory M Tr

Unknown

Unknown

11

90 Ridgway Avenue

Bourne Lynnette Susan Lux Tr, et al

Unknown

Unknown

12

1119 Briggs Avenue

Bradley Richard L Tr

Unknown

Domestic Water Supply Well

13

1215 Briggs Avenue

Karuza Scott V

Unknown

Domestic Water Supply Well

14

1219 Briggs Avenue

Real Property Solutions Inc et al

Unknown

Unknown

15

0 Tesconi Circle

Park Center Owners Association

244

Tesconi Well

16

365 Denton Way

Herman Melvin D & Joan J Tr

Unknown

Unknown

17

1271 Glenn Street

Knight Ernest J & Valerie J

Unknown

Unknown

18

337 Carrillo Street

Spaet Dorothy

Unknown

Unknown

19

889 Jennings Avenue

Main Street Place Corp

Unknown

Unknown

20

1037 Jennings Avenue

Lewman Keith H & Sandra L

Unknown

Unknown

21

1055 Jennings Avenue

Dailey Janelle

Unknown

Unknown

22

1300 N Dutton Avenue

Park Campus Owners Association

140

MW-45

23

0 Tesconi Circle

Park Center Owners Association

145

MW-44
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5.3 Site Visits

Based on the information provided in Table 4 regarding potential observation well locations near
the Freeway Well site, the City developed outreach materials explaining the goals and objectives
of our Project, and then attempted to contact these well owners and send them these materials. For
those potential well owners/tenants that expressed an interest in finding out more about the Project,
the City scheduled follow-up, on-site meetings. The purpose of these on-site meetings was to
further discuss the Project, observe the actual observation well being considered for inclusion in
the observation well network, determine whether water level measurements can be collected
(wire-line only or will a transducer fit), and discuss the owners willingness to allow the City to
monitor water levels in this private well during the pump testing of the Freeway Well.
The City repeatedly attempted to contact the well owners listed in Table 4 over a period of
approximately two months from February 2019 to April 2019. While the City was successful in
contacting the majority of the well owners, only four of the well owners expressed interest in
participating in the program and agreed to an on-site meeting with a City representative. After
conducting the on-site meetings with the well owners, the City determined that all four well owners
had existing wells which were suitable for use as observation wells.
Well numbers 22 and 23 (MW-45 and MW-44) on Table 4 were not included in this outreach
program by the City, as they were not added to the list of potential observation wells until later in
the selection process. Instead, the RWQCB contacted the well owner (Union Pacific Railroad),
which agreed to participate in the program. No site visit was conducted for these wells, as it was
assumed that they would be suitable for use as observation wells because they are currently used
to monitor groundwater levels for the 99 Frances Street remediation project. Only one of these two
wells will be equipped with a pressure transducer for groundwater elevation monitoring.
See Section 3.1.2.2 of the Monitoring Plan for details on the wells selected for inclusion in the
observation well network.
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6.0 TEST BORING AND MULTIPLE COMPLETION MONITORING WELL CONSTRUCTION

The hydrogeologic conditions beneath the Freeway Well site are not well understood. As provided
in Appendix B, DWR Well Log for the Freeway Well, this well was drilled and constructed in
early 1957 to a total depth of 817 feet. In September 2013, a video survey of the interior casing of
the Freeway Well was performed by the City to attempt to confirm the construction details
provided on the DWR Log, and to determine the physical condition of the well casing and screens.
If a discrepancy was identified between the video log and the DWR log, the information observed
in the video log was used in the following description. The Freeway Well was constructed using
rotary drilling techniques and has a 16-inch nominal casing installed from ground surface to a
depth of approximately 293 feet. At this point, a casing reducer was observed on the well video
which reduced the 16-inch casing to a 10-inch casing. The 10-inch casing continued to the bottom
of the well at 817 feet. According to the DWR Well Log, a sanitary seal was installed from the
ground surface to a depth of 40 feet, and a gravel pack was installed from 40 feet to the bottom of
the hole. Based on review of the well video, torch cut slots (perforations) were observed to begin
at a depth of 94 feet from the ground surface. Due to the extreme encrustation of these torch cut
slots, it wasn’t possible to confirm the specific depths of the listed perforation zone on the DWR
Well Log. However, for the purposes of this discussion, any water bearing zone intercepted by this
well, from a depth of 94 feet below the ground surface to the bottom of the well at 817 feet, could
contribute flow to this well. The DWR Well Log also provides a general description of the
materials encountered during drilling of this well as reported by the well driller.
Due to the lack of a good record of the lithology beneath the Freeway Well site and the need to
better locate and determine the possible existence of aquitards and aquicludes, and any very
permeable sand or gravel water bearing zones, the City will install a test boring on the Freeway
Well site. This boring will be drilled to a depth of 800 feet, with a registered geologist on site
during drilling to observe the work and log the cuttings from the boring. Geophysical logging will
be conducted at the conclusion of the test boring. Based on the geophysical logging, cutting
samples and observations of the geologists during the test hole drilling, up to three target water
bearing zones will be identified. The test boring will then be reamed to accommodate these three
individual monitoring wells. Each monitoring well will be completed to a different depth, and
constructed to be hydraulically isolated from one another, within this single, reamed well boring.
Additional details are provided in the discussion that is presented in the following sections.
A Notice of Exemption (NOE) for the Freeway Well Planning Project has been filed with both the
County of Sonoma and the State Clearing House. The NOE for the Project covers the test boring
and the multiple completion monitoring well construction. Copies of these documents are provided
in Appendix C.
6.1 Pilot Boring

West Yost, in collaboration with the City, will prepare a set of bid documents for the public
advertisement and selection of a licensed, C-57 drilling contractor to drill a pilot hole to a depth of
800 feet below ground surface, collect representative cutting samples every 10 feet of depth or at
every formation change, perform geophysical surveys and then ream the borehole and construct a
multiple completion monitoring well as specified by West Yost. The well will be drilled on the
Freeway Well property at a location selected in collaboration with the City to minimize interference
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with future plans for the Site. The anticipated location is near the southeast corner of the Site between
the driveway and the fence along Cleveland Avenue, as shown on Figure 6.
West Yost will work with the Drilling Contractor and City staff to determine logistics for preparing
the drill site, establish ways to minimize impacts from ingress/egress of vehicle and support
equipment, and minimize noise and potential impacts to the adjacent neighbors during drilling
operations. A schedule will be established and communicated through the City to permitting
agencies and interested neighboring properties. A construction schedule will be prepared
indicating milestone dates through job completion.
Upon approval of work schedule, a pre-construction site meeting will be held. The meeting will cover
construction schedule, sequence of work, allowable work hours and days, methods of access to the
construction site, drilling water source, drilling mud and cuttings containment and disposal, drilling
fluid standards, and temporary facilities. The following is a summary of the items to be covered:
•

Certifications, security, access, and permits

•

Locations of water supply, power and water discharge areas

•

Sound mitigation measures

•

Schedule, hours of operation, site safety and emergency protocol

•

Names and numbers of responsible personnel available 24 hours

•

Drilling fluids and waste management programs

•

Driller’s log of daily drilling conditions and operations

•

Support equipment, subcontractors and storage of supplies

•

Site preparation and restoration

6.2 Log Geology

The Drilling Contractor will be responsible for the collection and bagging of representative cutting
samples every 10 feet of drilling, and at all formation changes or significant changes of lithology
from the ground surface to the bottom of the test borehole. The driller will label each bag with
the date, time and depth from which the sample was collected, and maintain the samples in
sequence for review and evaluation by the on-site geologist. The geologist will then prepare a
description of the lithology encountered in the borehole using the Unified Soil Classification
System based on ASTM method D2487. West Yost will be on site to observe the collection of
formation cuttings and provide technical support to the City during the well drilling. City staff will
serve as the Construction Manager for this Project. Within water bearing zones, additional samples
will be retained for possible grain size distribution analyses.
Daily activities will be recorded by the Drilling Contractor to document depth drilled, penetration
rates, bit weight, string weight, fluid properties, water usage and meter readings or any other
relevant observations and information. A complete lithologic drilling log and shift record of
construction activities will be maintained by the Drilling Contractor and checked by West Yost.
The log will record other relevant information such as the amount of water and the amount and
type of additives (if approved for use by West Yost) that are used during drilling.
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6.3 Geophysics

A geophysical subcontractor will be retained by the Drilling Contractor to perform downhole
surveys and provide geophysical logs in a pre-specified electronic format. West Yost technical
staff will be on site to direct, observe and document the subcontractor activities and maintain
records of all tools used, survey rates, and logs produced. The logs will be interpreted on site and
discussed with the geophysical subcontractor to ensure understanding of results.
All logs will survey the full borehole depth and will consist of the following: spontaneous potential
log, short-normal and long-normal resistivity log (16 and 64-inch spacing), single-point resistivity
log, and spectral gamma log. Caliper logs will be made along the full depth of the test hole and the
reamed borehole.
6.4 Design & Install Multiple Completion Monitoring Wells

Within three (3) working days of completing the geophysical logging, West Yost will prepare well
construction specifications including individual monitoring well depths, lengths and locations for
the blank and screened casing sections, filter pack, seal and transition zones, and well
placement/configuration. The specifications will be provided to and discussed with the City,
modified if necessary, and then provided to the Drilling Contractor for construction.
The preliminary design calls for the completion of three monitoring wells of different depths to be
installed within the single, reamed borehole. The final recommended design of each monitoring
well will depend on the information obtained from the pilot boring results. Each of the wells will
be constructed of 3-inch schedule 80 polyvinyl chloride (PVC) with screw joints. The final design
will target three zones. In very general terms, the deepest well might be around 650 feet deep. The
shallowest well will collect water from the upper water bearing zone, and this well depth might be
around 150 feet deep. The intermediate well will be designed to collect water from a permeable
zone between the deep and shallow wells, possibly around a depth of approximately 450 feet.
Ideally, the intermediate zone will be hydraulically separated from the other zones by impermeable
layers, but the presence or absence of impermeable layers will be confirmed by the observed
lithology and e-logging, and the actual well depths and design details (of screen lengths and
locations) will also be driven by the geophysical logging and observed lithology.
Once the City has approved the design, City staff will observe the Drilling Contractor ream the
test hole to the final prescribed diameter, with West Yost staff occasionally on-site to observe
progress and answer any City questions. Upon completion of the reaming operation, the driller
will run a caliper survey to determine uniformity of the borehole cross-section. When the reaming
operation has been completed, the nominal 3-inch diameter monitoring well blank and screened
casings will be installed. Specified filter pack materials and bentonite seal zones (and transitions)
will be strategically placed, as called for in the well design to ensure hydraulic isolation of each
monitoring well, from each other.
Well construction operations will be photographed and as-built well information will be recorded.
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6.5 Develop Monitoring Wells

The Drilling Contractor will develop each completed monitoring well by mechanical surging
and/or air lifting, as directed by the on-site geologists/engineer, until discharge water runs clear
and pH, electrical conductivity, and temperature have stabilized for three successive, 15-minute
intervals. Discharge water will be conveyed via temporary piping to a nearby sanitary sewer for
disposal. See Figure 6 for the potential discharge location.
After each monitoring well has been properly developed, each monitoring well will be properly
identified before a single well head enclosure is constructed to prevent vandalism, secured from
public access (by key or combination), sealed from surface elements and protected from vehicles
with bollards (see Figure 7 for illustrative example).
During drilling, reaming, well construction, and well development, the Drilling Contractor shall
provide for the temporary containment and storage of all drilling fluids and drill cuttings.
Excess materials from the project, including drill cuttings and other materials associated with the
drilling and construction of this multiple completion monitoring well, shall be properly and legally
disposed of by the Drilling Contractor. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand and other loose
material offsite shall be covered.
Portable, temporary, leak proof containment vessels shall be used to contain drilling fluids and
fluids displaced from the borehole during casing, filter packing, cementing operations, and initial
development. These fluids shall be removed from containment vessels and legally disposed of
offsite by the Drilling Contractor prior to initiating well development operations
6.6 Sample & Analyze Groundwater

Once the monitoring wells have been developed, West Yost will collect representative
groundwater samples from each completed monitoring well. Using a submersible pump, water will
be purged from the well at the maximum sustainable rate. West Yost will record flow rates, water
levels, pH, electrical conductivity, temperature, and water clarity prior to sample collection.
Purging will continue until pH and electrical conductivity and temperature of discharged water
have stabilized and discharge water is clear. West Yost will collect the samples in containers
supplied by the contract laboratory. West Yost will transport the samples, under chain-of-custody
protocol, to a State-certified laboratory to analyze the samples for VOCs by EPA method 524.2.
Sampling water will be discharged into the City’s sanitary sewer system. Detailed water quality
sampling and analysis procedures are included in the Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP).
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CITY OF SANTA ROSA
FREEWAY WELL PLANNING PROJECT

Freeway Well Remedial Investigation Workplan
7.0 BACKGROUND WATER ELEVATION SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Background groundwater level monitoring will be used (if owners of observation wells allow the
City to monitor levels in these wells) to estimate the radius of influence due to pumping by the
City’s Freeway Well, and assess the degree to which pumping in this well influences groundwater
levels, direction of groundwater flow, and groundwater gradients within the general area of the
Freeway Well.
West Yost will install data-logger-equipped pressure transducers in each of the three
newly-constructed multiple completion monitoring wells at the Freeway Well site, selected off-site
observation wells (if transducers can be installed into these private wells), and the Freeway Well.
The pressure transducer installed in the Freeway Well will be an In-Situ Level TROLL 700 Data
Logger, while the pressure transducers anticipated to be installed in all other wells will be In-Situ
Level TROLL 500 Data Loggers. All pressure transducers will be deployed on vented cables which
allow the transducer to equilibrate to ambient atmospheric pressure. Therefore, they will measure
and record only water pressure. No barometric correction will be necessary, since barometric
correction is only required for data collected from unvented transducers (See Appendix D for
details on technical specifications).
Initially, the loggers will be set to record hourly water levels and temperatures to evaluate ambient
conditions before the aquifer test. Groundwater levels will be measured for a period of several
months prior to conducting step and constant rate aquifer testing in the Freeway Well.
Manual measurements will be made to calibrate the pressure transducers, and also to confirm and
verify the transducer readings. Electronic measurements will have an accuracy of 0.03 pounds per
square inch (psi) at a temperature of 15° Centigrade. Manual measurements will be made to the
nearest 0.01 foot. All measurements will be based on a reference point (RP) elevation which is
established and clearly marked at each observation well site. The elevation of each RP will be
established to the nearest 0.01 foot by City surveyors. (See Appendix E for sample field data sheets
for groundwater depth to water measurements).
See the Monitoring Plan for detailed instrument calibration and manual measurement procedures.
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8.0 AQUIFER TESTING PROCEDURE

After completion of the multiple completion monitoring well and collection of baseline water
elevations, a step pump test, coupled with well velocity testing, will be conducted in the Freeway
Well. The velocity testing will provide information regarding how much flow (in gpm) each
specific zone is providing and what percentage of the total, overall well production each perforated
section is providing. At the conclusion of the step and velocity testing (and water level recovery
to initial static conditions), a constant rate pump test of 72-hour duration will be performed in the
Freeway Well, with water level measurements collected from selected observation wells and the
newly-constructed multiple-completion monitoring well.
The data-logging pressure transducers used to monitor background groundwater levels will
continue to monitor groundwater levels during aquifer testing and subsequent recovery period. All
aquifer testing water generated is assumed to be acceptable for discharge into the City’s sanitary
sewer system. Aquifer testing will be conducted as discussed below.
8.1 Step Testing

Step testing will be conducted to estimate the specific capacity and sustainable pumping capacity
of the Freeway Well. The step test will be conducted by pumping the Freeway Well over a series
of steps in which the pumping rate is incrementally increased at specified time intervals. The step
test will be used to select the pump rate for the 72-hour constant rate aquifer test.
The step test will be conducted in four steps of increasing pumping rate. The pumping rates of
these steps will be approximately 0.5, 0.75, 1, and 1.5 times the anticipated capacity of the Freeway
Well (as currently planned, these pumping rates are estimated to be: 375, 560, 750 and 1,125 gpm).
Each step will proceed for a three-hour duration; the complete test is estimated to take
approximately 12 hours. The discharge rate from the pump will be controlled by both a gate valve
and engine throttle. The discharge will be controlled and maintained for each step within an
accuracy of plus or minus five percent of the target discharge.
During the step test, the time, pumping level, and discharge rate of the Freeway Well will be
recorded. Groundwater levels will be measured and recorded from each well in the specified
observation well network by the installed transducers. These transducer measurements will be spot
checked and verified by manual depth to water measurements before the step test begins. See
section 3.3.1 of the Monitoring Plan for details on data collection intervals during step testing.
8.2 Flow Velocity Logging

Based on the DWR Well log for the Freeway Well, torch cut slots were constructed at the following
depth intervals:
•

197 – 400 feet

•

440 – 480 feet

•

520 – 650 feet

•

670 – 700 feet

•

740 – 817 feet
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Continuous flow velocity logging will be conducted by a qualified contractor (hired by West Yost)
using a low inertia impeller (spinner) type flow meter equipped with centralizers. Prior to
conducting the flow velocity logging, the contractor will:
•

Determine the line-speed baseline of the impeller (the impeller counting rate
caused by line speed under zero flow conditions) in the Freeway Well under
non-pumping conditions

•

Verify and adjust, as necessary, the line speed baseline by comparing the flow meter
responses for up and down runs during pumping in the Freeway Well

•

Construct a line-speed chart based on three down runs made at three different
constant speeds with no pumping in the Freeway Well

The flow velocity logging will then be conducted using a variable flow rate methodology during
the step test. For each of the four steps in the test, up and down surveys will be conducted at
constant line velocities over the entire length of the well.
For each pumping rate in the step test, a stop-count survey will be conducted at the beginning of
each down survey and at the end of each up survey. These stop-count surveys will be conducted
by placing the flow meter at a stationary location above the perforated interval and below the pump
intake and recording readings, consisting of the impeller counting rate and the constant pump rate.
The pump intake will be placed at least 15 feet above the top of the perforations. These stop-count
survey results will be used to create a chart relating impeller counting rate to pumping rate
(Variable Flow Rate Chart). The relationship between impeller counting rate and pumping rate
should be linear.
Stop-count surveys will also be taken at 10-foot intervals in the perforated section of the Freeway
Well during the up survey for each pumping rate of the step test. Because of their greater accuracy,
the stop-count survey results will be used to verify and constrain the results of the continuous
surveys conducted over the entire length of the Freeway Well.
The results of the continuous and stop-count surveys conducted in the perforated interval of the
Freeway Well will be processed by first correcting the impeller counts for line speed and then
converting the corrected impeller counts to flow in gallons per minute using the Variable Flow
Rate Chart. The processed results will consist of a vertical profile of the incremental and
cumulative flow rate from the bottom of the well to the top of the perforated zone.
8.3 Constant Rate Pump Testing

A 72-hour constant rate pump test will be conducted in the Freeway Well at a pumping rate determined
based on the results of the step testing. The objectives of the constant rate test will be to assess:
•

Lateral and vertical extent of hydraulic influences from pumping of the Freeway Well

•

Aquifer zones that may act as contaminant pathways from VOC sources to the
Freeway Well

•

Aquifer hydraulic properties
25
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The pumping rate will remain constant throughout the test, not varying by more than five percent
of the designated pumping rate. When the test is completed and the pump stopped, groundwater
level recovery will be monitored in the Freeway Well and the specified observation well network
for 48 hours or until the water levels have recovered to 90 percent of pre-test levels. During the
drawdown and recovery tests, the time, pumping rate, and the groundwater levels will be
monitored. Groundwater levels will continue to be measured and recorded (by the installed
transducers) in each well in the specified observation well network. Manual depth to water
measurements will be collected from the multiple completion monitoring well to spot check and
verify the transducer readings in that well. See section 3.3.1 of the Monitoring Plan for details on
data collection intervals during constant rate testing.
8.4 Water Sampling and Analysis

A water quality sample will be collected from the Freeway Well approximately 48 hours after the
constant rate test begins and will be analyzed for the full suite of Title 22 parameters. The water
sample will be pulled from a sampling tap installed on the pump discharge pipe after the wellhead.
Additional water quality samples will be collected from the multiple completion monitoring wells
at the conclusion of the constant rate test and analyzed for VOCs by EPA method 524.2. No sample
will be collected from the Freeway Well prior to the step or constant rate pumping tests, as the
Freeway Well has been inactive for years, and any sample collected prior to the performance of
the step or constant rate pumping will not be representative of true aquifer conditions.
Detailed water quality sampling and analysis procedures will be included in the QAPP.
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9.0 DELIVERABLES

The results of the tasks outlined in this workplan will be documented in the Remedial Investigation
Report, which will consist of the following elements:
•

Records review and site investigation including Monitoring Plan (MP) and QAPP

•

Test boring and multiple completion monitoring well completion

•

Aquifer testing

As data and/or draft elements are completed, they will be presented and discussed with a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC). Comments from the TAC will be incorporated into the final
Remedial Investigation Report. The report elements are discussed below.
9.1 Records Review, Data Gathering, and Compilation

This section will include an introduction that describes the site background and discusses the
objectives of the Project and subsequent tasks. This section will also provide a description of
the physical characteristics of the Site including the geology, groundwater conditions, and
historic uses of the area. Based on the records review, West Yost will prepare a map of
properties that are known or suspected sources of VOC contamination and a matrix that
prioritizes the properties by distance and direction from the site, relative to the direction of
groundwater flow for the contaminants being observed at the site. This section will also include
a discussion of observation well identification and selection as presented in Section 5.0 of
this Workplan.
The MP and QAPP will be included as appendices to the Records Review/Site Investigation
section of the Remedial Investigation Report. The MP identifies the observation wells which
will be used for water level monitoring during the step and constant rate pumping tests in the
Freeway Well. The MP also includes a detailed water level monitoring plan which will discuss
measurement frequency and the procedures for obtaining these measurements. The MP
describes West Yost’s standard operating procedures for water quality sample collection,
storage and custody, and field instrument calibration (no water quality samples from the
observation wells will be collected). A discussion of field procedures and field documentation
is also included. The QAPP lays out the sampling and analysis procedures for the background
monitoring and aquifer testing. The QAPP also describes the standard analytical laboratory
methods and procedures for ensuring that quality assurance measures are employed by the
contract laboratory.
9.2 Test Boring

The test boring section of the Remedial Investigation Report will document the permitting, site
specific lithology encountered during the test boring drilling, and design/construction of the
multiple completion monitoring well, development, and water quality sampling results. The
analytical results of the collected groundwater quality samples will be tabulated and compared
to published water quality objectives. The section will include an as-built well construction
diagram, which will also display the lithologic and geophysical logs of the pilot hole. Contractor
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supplied well construction data and information will be included as appendices to the Remedial
Investigation Report. The appendices will include:
•

Sonoma County Department of Environmental Health drilling permit

•

California Department of Water Resources Well Completion Report

•

Photographic log of well construction activities

•

Geophysical and caliper logs

•

Sieve test results

•

Monitoring well development records

•

Laboratory analysis reports for groundwater quality samples

9.3 Aquifer Testing

The Aquifer Testing section of the Remedial Investigation Report will document the purpose,
objectives, and scope of the effort; followed by sections documenting the testing methodology, a
narrative timeline of the testing, results and analysis of the testing, conclusions and recommendations.
The section will include:
•

Results of the Velocity Testing (which aquifer zones are contributing the highest
percentage of flow production to the Freeway Well)

•

An estimate of the magnitude and extent (capture zone) of the drawdown cone caused
by pumping the Freeway Well

•

A discussion of the pumping capacity (yield) of the Freeway Well

•

An evaluation of Freeway Well efficiency over the range of flow rates evaluated in
the step test

•

An assessment of water quality from the Freeway Well at the end of pumping

•

Identification of aquifer zones potentially acting as pathways for the lateral and/or
possibly vertical migration of contaminants to the Freeway Well

•

Aquifer hydraulic properties near the Freeway Well

•

Professional opinion on the viability of rehabilitation or reconstruction of the
Freeway well to eliminate drawing water from contaminated zones through
possible well modifications to mitigate VOC contamination, or possible alternative
well design

•

An action plan and estimated budget providing overview of recommended next steps,
costs, and time to complete recommendations

The test results will be discussed in the context of the Freeway Well construction, and the
hydrogeology, hydraulic conditions, and groundwater quality conditions of the groundwater basin
as documented in published reports and determined during the execution of the records review,
test boring, and aquifer testing.
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10.0 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Funding for this project has been provided in part through an agreement with the State Water
Resources Control Board using funds from Proposition 1. The contents of this document do not
necessarily reflect the views and policies of the foregoing, nor does mention of trade names or
commercial products constitute endorsement or recommendation for use.
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APPENDIX A
North Coast RWQCB 1990 Report: Update on the Santa Rosa
Freeway Well, AB1803 Well Investigation Program
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APPENDIX B
DWR Well Log for the Freeway Well

APPENDIX C
Environmental Documents Filed with State Clearing House

B9 – General Program Requirements
Has the recipient complied with the General Program Requirements as outlined in Section 10 of the
GWGP Guidelines? Check Yes and complete the remainder of B9 (items a through l) to document
compliance, or check No.
☒ YES ☐ NO
Compliance with Urban Water Use Efficiency, Efficient Agricultural Water Management
Practices, Urban Water Management Planning Act (UWMP), and/or Agricultural Water
Management Planning (AWMP) Act requirements.
a. Does the Recipient serve more than 3,000 water customers (connections) or provide more than
3,000 acre-feet of water annually?
☒ YES ☐ NO
If Yes, has the Recipient submitted a 2015 UWMP to DWR?
☒ YES ☐ NO ☐ N/A
b. Does the Recipient provide water to 10,000 or more irrigated acres, excluding the acreage that
receives recycled water?
☐ YES ☒ NO
If Yes, has the Recipient submitted a 2015 AWMP to DWR?
☐ YES ☐ NO ☒ N/A
c. Has DWR made a compliance determination for Urban Water Use Reduction?
☒ YES ☐ NO ☐ N/A
d. Has DWR made a determination that the 2015 UWMP/AWMP complies with the WC?
☒ YES ☐ NO ☐ N/A

Completed by Colin Close, Senior Water Resources Planner, City of Santa Rosa, Water
Department, on August 16, 2018.

APPENDIX D
Specifications for Technical Instruments

Level TROLL® 400, 500 & 700 Data Loggers
GET WATER LEVEL DATA THE WAY YOU WANT IT, WHEN YOU
WANT IT WITH INDUSTRY-LEADING WATER LEVEL/PRESSURE
AND TEMPERATURE DATA LOGGERS. BY PARTNERING WITH
IN-SITU, YOU RECEIVE DURABLE LEVEL TROLL® DATA LOGGERS
THAT PROVIDE YEARS OF SERVICE, ACCURATE RESULTS,
INTUITIVE SOFTWARE, AND REAL-TIME FUNCTIONALITY.
USE THE VUSITU™ MOBILE APP TO MANAGE YOUR DATA
ON YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET.
BE EFFECTIVE
• Increase productivity: Reduce training and installation time with
In-Situ’s intuitive software platform and integrated components.
Patented twist-lock connectors, included on Level TROLL
Data Loggers and RuggedCable® Systems, ensure error-free
deployments.
• Streamline data management: Use the VuSitu Mobile App to
consolidate all site information on your smartphone, and tag
data with site photos and GPS coordinates. Simply connect the
instrument to a Wireless TROLL Com or power pack, launch the
mobile app, and start reading results. Simplify instrument setup,
reduce errors and get the most out of your data with Log Setup
Assistant and Panoramic Live Data. Log data to your smartphone
and download results in a standard Universal Data File format.

• Set up real-time networks: Access data 24/7 and receive event
notifications when you connect data loggers to Tube and Cube
Telemetry Systems, HydroVu Data Services, or other third-party
data collection platforms.
BE RELIABLE
• Deploy in all environments: Install loggers in fresh water, saltwater,
and contaminated waters. Solid titanium and sealed construction
outperforms and outlasts specially coated data loggers.
• Log accurate data: Get optimal accuracy under all operating
conditions. Sensors undergo a 3D, NIST-traceable factory
calibration across the full pressure and temperature range. For
applications requiring the highest levels of accuracy, use a vented
(gauged) system.
• Get long-lasting operation: Reduce trips to the field with lowpower loggers that typically operate for 10 years.
TOTAL FIELD SUPPORT
• Receive 24/7 technical support and online resources.
• Order data loggers and accessories from the In-Situ website.
• Get guaranteed 7-day service for maintenance (U.S.A. only).

Applications:
• AQUIFER CHARACTERIZATION: SLUG & PUMPING TESTS
• COASTAL: TIDAL, WETLAND & ESTUARY STUDIES
• HYDROLOGIC EVENTS: STORM SURGE & FLOOD

www.in-situ.com
CALL OR CLICK TO PURCHASE OR RENT
1-800-446-7488 (toll-free in U.S.A. and Canada)
1-970-498-1500 (U.S.A. and international)

CONTROL SYSTEMS
• LONG-TERM, REAL-TIME GROUNDWATER & SURFACE
WATER MONITORING
• MINING & REMEDIATION

Level TROLL® 400, 500 & 700 Data Loggers
GENERAL

LEVEL TROLL 400

LEVEL TROLL 500

LEVEL TROLL 700

LEVEL BaroTROLL

TEMPERATURE RANGES1

Operational: -20 to 80° C (-4 to 176° F)
Storage: -40 to 80° C (-40 to 176° F)
Calibrated: -5 to 50° C (23 to 122° F)

Operational: -20 to 80° C (-4 to 176° F)
Storage: -40 to 80° C (-40 to 176° F)
Calibrated: -5 to 50° C (23 to 122° F)

Operational: -20 to 80° C (-4 to 176° F)
Storage: -40 to 80° C (-40 to 176° F)
Calibrated: -5 to 50° C (23 to 122° F)

Operational: -20 to 80° C (-4- to 176° F)
Storage: -40 to 80° C (-40 to 176° F)
Calibrated: -5 to 50° C (23 to 122° F)

DIAMETER

1.83 cm (0.72 in.)

1.83 cm (0.72 in.)

1.83 cm (0.72 in.)

1.83 cm (0.72 in.)

LENGTH

21.6 cm (8.5 in.)

21.6 cm (8.5 in.)

21.6 cm (8.5 in.)

21.6 cm (8.5 in.)

WEIGHT

124 g (0.27 lb)

124 g (0.27 lb)

124 g (0.27 lb)

124 g (0.27 lb)

MATERIALS

Titanium body; Delrin® nose cone

Titanium body; Delrin nose cone

Titanium body; Delrin nose cone

Titanium body; Delrin nose cone

ENVIRONMENTAL RATING

IP68 with cable attached
IP67 without cable attached

IP68 with cable attached
IP67 without cable attached

IP68 with cable attached
IP67 without cable attached

IP68 with cable attached
IP67 without cable attached

OUTPUT OPTIONS

Modbus/RS485, SDI-12, 4 to 20 mA

Modbus/RS485, SDI-12, 4 to 20 mA

Modbus/RS485, SDI-12, 4 to 20 mA

Modbus/RS485, SDI-12, 4 to 20 mA

BATTERY TYPE & LIFE

3.6V lithium; 10 years or 2M readings

3.6V lithium; 10 years or 2M readings

3.6V lithium; 10 years or 2M readings

3.6V lithium; 10 years or 2M readings

EXTERNAL POWER

8 to 36 VDC

8 to 36 VDC

8 to 36 VDC

8 to 36 VDC

MEMORY
Data records3
Data logs

2.0 MB
120,000
50 logs

2.0 MB
120,000
50 logs

4.0 MB
250,000
50 logs

1.0 MB
60,000
2 logs

FASTEST LOGGING RATE

2 per second

2 per second

4 per second

1 per minute

FASTEST OUTPUT RATE

Modbus: 2 per second
SDI-12 & 4 to 20 mA: 1 per second

Modbus: 2 per second
SDI-12 & 4 to 20 mA: 1 per second

Modbus: 2 per second
SDI-12 & 4 to 20 mA: 1 per second

Modbus: 2 per second
SDI-12 & 4 to 20 mA: 1 per second

LOG TYPES

Linear, Fast Linear, and Event

Linear, Fast Linear, and Event

Linear, Fast Linear, Linear Average, Event,
Step Linear, True Logarithmic

Linear

SOFTWARE

Android™: VuSitu through Google Play™ or Amazon® App Store; iOS: VuSitu through Apple® App Store; Windows®: Win-Situ 5, Data Services: HydroVu

SENSOR TYPE/MATERIAL

PIEZORESISTIVE; TITANIUM

PIEZORESISTIVE; TITANIUM

PIEZORESISTIVE; TITANIUM

PIEZORESISTIVE; TITANIUM

RANGE

Absolute (non-vented)
30 psia: 11 m (35 ft)
100 psia: 60 m (197 ft)
300 psia: 200 m (658 ft)
500 psia: 341 m (1120 ft)

Gauged (vented)
5 psig: 3.5 m (11.5 ft)
15 psig: 11 m (35 ft)
30 psig: 21 m (69 ft)
100 psig: 70 m (231 ft)
300 psig: 210 m (692 ft)
500 psig: 351 m (1153 ft)

Absolute (non-vented)
30 psia: 11 m (35 ft)
100 psia: 60 m (197 ft)
300 psia: 200 m (658 ft)
500 psia: 341 m (1120 ft)
1000 psia: 693 m (2273 ft)

30 psia (usable up to 16.5 psi; 1.14 bar)

Max. 2x range; burst > 3x range

Max. 2x range; burst > 3x range

Max. 2x range; burst > 3x range

Vacuum/over-pressure above 16.5 psi damages
sensor

±0.05% FS from -5 to 50° C

±0.05% FS from -5 to 50° C

±0.05% FS from -5 to 50° C

±0.05% FS from -5 to 50° C

LONG-TERM STABILITY

<0.1% FS

<0.1% FS

<0.1% FS

<0.1% FS

RESOLUTION

±0.005% FS or better

±0.005% FS or better

±0.005% FS or better

±0.005% FS or better

UNITS OF MEASURE

Pressure: psi, kPa, bar, mbar, mmHg,
inHg, cmH2O, inH2O
Level: in., ft, mm, cm, m

Pressure: psi, kPa, bar, mbar, mmHg,
inHg, cmH2O, inH2O
Level: in., ft, mm, cm, m

Pressure: psi, kPa, bar, mbar, mmHg,
inHg, cmH2O, inH2O
Level: in., ft, mm, cm, m

Pressure: psi, kPa, bar, mbar, mmHg,
inHg, cmH2O, inH2O

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

SILICON

SILICON

SILICON

SILICON

ACCURACY

±0.1° C

±0.1° C

±0.1° C

±0.1° C

RESOLUTION

0.01° C or better

0.01° C or better

0.01° C or better

0.01° C or better

UNITS OF MEASURE

Celsius or Fahrenheit

Celsius or Fahrenheit

Celsius or Fahrenheit

Celsius or Fahrenheit

WARRANTY5

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

3 YEARS

2

BURST PRESSURE
ACCURACY
4

Gauged (vented)
5 psig: 3.5 m (11.5 ft)
15 psig: 11 m (35 ft)
30 psig: 21 m (69 ft)
100 psig: 70 m (231 ft)
300 psig: 210 m (692 ft)
500 psig: 351 m (1153 ft)

NOTES: Temperature range for non-freezing liquids. Typical battery life when used within the factory-calibrated temperature range. 1 data record = date/time plus 2 parameters logged for a total of 360,000, 750,000, and 180,000 data
1

2

3

points. (No wrapping) 4 Includes linearity and hysteresis over 1 year. 5 Up to 5-year (total) extended warranties are available for all sensors. Delrin is a registered trademark of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. Specifications are subject to
change without notice.

www.in-situ.com
CALL OR CLICK TO PURCHASE OR RENT
1-800-446-7488 (toll-free in U.S.A. and Canada) • 1-970-498-1500 (U.S.A. and international)
221 East Lincoln Avenue, Fort Collins, CO 80524 USA
Copyright © 2018 In-Situ Inc. All rights reserved. September 2018

Instruction Sheet
Care and Maintenance of Aqua TROLL® and Level TROLL®

Instruments
User Maintenance
Overview
It is important for users to perform scheduled
maintenance on their instruments to sustain the
accuracy and longevity of the probes and cables. The
frequency of this maintenance depends on the
characteristics of the deployment site, including humidity
levels and the degree of fouling.
Users should be aware of the conditions at their
deployment sites and develop appropriate maintenance
schedules to replace desiccant, clean the instruments,
and send in the instruments for factory calibration. Users
should check instruments often during the first portion of
the deployment to determine the frequency of
maintenance. General maintenance should be
performed as often as possible. Factory maintenance
and calibration should be performed every 12 to 18
months.

Preventing Condensation
Desiccant
Desiccant protects cables, connections, and internal
components from condensation, which can cause
irreparable damage and loss of data. Indicating
desiccant changes from blue to pink as it becomes
saturated with moisture.

It is extremely important to use a properly-sized
desiccant for your deployment and to change
desiccant often. Desiccant should be changed
before the entire volume has turned pink, and you
should use enough desiccant to effectively keep your
equipment dry until your next scheduled
maintenance. Desiccant longevity is dependent on
site conditions and can vary from one site to the next.

Desiccant Pack Options
Small Desiccant
The Small Desiccant is a disposable cap that ships
with In-Situ products. The small desiccant is meant to
protect the instrument and cable only during
shipping and should not be used for
deployments.

Large and Extra Large Desiccant
The Large and Extra-Large Desiccant are used to
protect equipment deployed in the field. The Large
Desiccant is best suited for low-humidity
environments or deployments where maintenance
occurs regularly. The Extra-Large Desiccant is
designed for high-humidity environments or
deployments where maintenance occurs infrequently.
Extra-Large Desiccants provide six times the drying
capability of the Large Desiccant. When the desiccant
expires, both can be refilled with fresh desiccant and
re-used (see Desiccant Refill Kit below). The Large
Desiccant is available with an ABS or a titanium twistlock connector, while the Extra Large Desiccant uses
a titanium connector only.

Desiccant stages (from left)
New, nearly expired (replace now), expired
Information subject to change without notice. In-Situ, In-Situ logo, Baro Merge, BaroTROLL, HERMIT, HydroVu™, iSitu, Pocket-Situ,
RDO, RuggedCable, RuggedReader, SmarTROLL™, TROLL, VuSitu, and Win-Situ are trademarks or registered trademarks of In-Situ
Inc.© 2015. All rights reserved.

12/2012 | Rev. 002 | 00xxxxx

2. Remove expiring desiccant (if present) from the cable
by grasping the textured section of the cable
connector in one hand and the desiccant in the other.
Twist in opposite directions to unlock the desiccant
from the cable.

Instruction Sheet

3. Attach the new desiccant pack to the twist-lock
connector on the cable.
Description
Large Desiccant, Titanium
Large Desiccant, ABS
Extra Large Desiccant

Using the Desiccant Refill Kit

Part Number
0051810
0053550
0090420

1. Remove the black nylon vent cap from the top of the
desiccant.
2. Pour out and discard the used desiccant. Check the
glass wool in the bottom of the container and replace
if necessary.

Outboard Desiccant

The glass wool prevents the desiccant
beads from falling out the cable end of the
desiccant pack. If the wool glass does this
effectively, there is no need to replace it
when refilling the desiccant.

The Outboard Desiccant is a replaceable desiccant
pack designed to attach to the vent tube of a strippedand-tinned cable.

3. Fill the container with fresh desiccant. Replace the
vent cap. Reattach to cable if removed.

Desiccant Guidelines and Precautions
l

Description
Outboard Desiccant

Part Number
0051380
l

l

Desiccant Refill Kit

The soft red dust caps protect connectors and
shield new desiccant from moisture prior to use.
Do not remove the dust caps until you
deploy the system. During installation, remove
caps to allow air to reach the cable vent.
Do not inhale the silica dust when pouring
desiccant from one container to another.
Indicating desiccant is blue when dry. It gradually
turns pink as it becomes saturated.

The Desiccant Refill Kit supplies desiccant for the Large
Desiccant, Extra Large Desiccant, and the Outboard
Desiccant. It also contains replacement glass wool.
Description
Desiccant Refill Kit

Part Number
0029140

Installing Desiccant with Twist-Lock
Connectors

Desiccant stages (from left)
New, nearly expired (replace now), expired

1. Remove the protective dust cap from the bottom of the
desiccant pack, if applicable.

800-446-7488
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l

l

Replace desiccant before the entire volume has
turned pink.

Conductivity Cell
Fouling from mineral and biological sources can alter
the Aqua TROLL conductivity sensor's response.

Desiccant absorbs moisture from the top down.
The black cap indicates the top.

Instruction Sheet

l

Remember, replace desiccant before it
expires in order to prevent damage to the
internal components of your instrument.

l

Process 1: Light scrubbing with a soft swab and mild
soap such as a dilute solution of dish detergent. Be
careful not to damage the plastic material of the
conductivity cell. Instruments are shipped with
polyurethane foam swabs for this purpose. You can
also use a thin cotton pipe cleaner and clean the cell
with a gentle back-and-forth “flossing” motion.

Cleaning the Instrument
Clean the instrument body with water and a soft brush
or plastic scouring pad, or soak overnight in a mild acidic
solution, such as household vinegar. NEVER submerge
the connector portion of the instrument when it is not
connected to a cable.
If the ports near the pressure sensor are clogged with
silt or mud, try the following procedures.

l
l

After cleaning, always check the calibration before
redeployment. Calibrate the instrument if
necessary.

Acceptable cleaning processes for the Aqua TROLL
are listed below.

Cleaning and Storage

l

Always begin and finish cleaning procedures by
rinsing under running water to remove any loose
material.

Process 2: Light scrubbing with a foam swab and an
aggressive soap such as Alconox® detergent can be
used for stubborn deposits.

Agitate the instrument vigorously in a bucket of
clean water.

Process 3: Dilute (10:1) acetic acid, or consumerpackaged white vinegar, can be used to pre-soften
calcium deposits. Follow this with Process 1 or Process
2, depending on the degree of residual contamination.
The instrument can soak for any length of time in dilute
acetic acid. If this does not completely remove the
material, try Process 4.

Apply a gentle rinse of water from a wash bottle.
In severe cases, remove the nose cone and clean
out the holes with a soft brush or pipe cleaner.

Do not attempt to remove material from the instrument
by tapping the instrument against a surface. To avoid
damage to the pressure sensor diaphragm, do not insert
any object into the sensor opening or attempt to dig out
dirt or other materials. You void the instrument's
warranty by inserting anything into the sensor
opening. If contamination cannot be removed using the
recommendations above, please contact In-Situ for
cleaning.

Process 4: Dilute phosphoric acid (< 27%), or the
consumer product Lime-A-Way® can be topically
applied with a soft swab to remove iron or calcium
deposits that remain after using Process 3. Do not soak
for more than 10 minutes. Rinse well with clean water.
IMPORTANT: If contamination cannot be
removed using these recommendations,
contact In-Situ Inc. for cleaning.

Twist-Lock Connectors
Keep the pins on all connectors free of dirt and moisture
by using the soft protective dust caps when cable is not
attached.

Storage

A TROLL pressure sensor with the nose cone removed.
Do not insert ANY object into the sensor opening. Doing
so voids the warranty.

800-446-7488

Store the instrument in a clean, dry place. Place the
protective red dust cap on the cable end or store with
cable attached to protect the connector pins and O-ring.
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sampling or during long-term deployments. When this
power source is connected, the TROLL instrument will
use the external battery source first and switch to the
internal batteries when external battery power is
depleted. Battery life depends on sampling rate. This
battery pack allows for 1.5 V UM-3 or size AA batteries
(8) that are replaced by the user.

For vented cables, ensure the desiccant used is the
appropriate size and change it when needed. Store the
instrument where it will not roll off a bench onto a hard
surface or sustain other mechanical shock. Protect the
instrument from temperature extremes using the
following guidelines:
l

l

Instruction Sheet

Level TROLL Instruments—store within the
temperature range -40° C to +80° C (-40° F to
+176° F)

The TROLL Replaceable Battery Pack is
not submersible.

Aqua TROLL Instruments—store within the
temperature range -40° C to +65° C (-40° F to
+149° F)

Power Options
Internal Power—Batteries
Internal batteries are not user-replaceable. The
approximate percentage of the power remaining in an
internal battery is displayed on the Home Screen when
an instrument is connected to Win-Situ Software.

Description

External Power—External Battery Packs

Estimated Battery Lifetime

External battery packs can significantly increase the life
of an instrument, either for long-term deployments or to
preserve an aging instrument.

TROLL
Battery Pack

TROLL Battery Pack

15 minute
logging rate*

4.1 years

1.1 years

1 hour logging
rate*

4.4 years

1.1 years

TROLL Replaceable Battery
Pack

The sealed, submersible TROLL Battery Pack
supplements internal battery power when an instrument
is used for fast, frequent sampling or during long-term
deployments. When this power source is connected, the
instrument will use the external battery source first and
switch to the internal batteries when external battery
power is depleted. Total battery life depends on the
sampling speed.

Description
TROLL Battery Pack

Part Number

Aqua TROLL
100/200

0090000

Level TROLL
Family

*Logging with all sensors. Actual battery lifetime varies based on
site conditions.

TROLL
Replaceable
Battery Pack

Part Number

Aqua TROLL
100/200

Level
TROLL
Family

15 minute
logging rate*

5.75 years

1.6 years

1 hour logging
rate*

7 years

1.7 years

*Logging with all sensors. Actual battery lifetime varies based on
site conditions.

0051450

TROLL Replaceable Battery Pack
The TROLL Replaceable Battery Pack supplements
internal battery power when a Level TROLL or Aqua
TROLL 100 or 200 Instrument is used for frequent, fast

800-446-7488
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their condition, is the best way to protect against
moisture damage.

Antifouling Products
TROLL Shield Nose Cone

Instruction Sheet

Perform the following steps to replace an O-ring.
The copper TROLL Shield Nose Cone is designed to
1. Remove and discard the damaged O-ring.
reduce macro- and micro-fouling of the pressure sensor
2. Use a clean, dry, soft cloth to clean the O-ring groove
on Level TROLL and Aqua TROLL Instruments.
to remove dirt or residue.
Reduced fouling on the sensor improves measurement
accuracy and extends the length of deployments.
3. Lubricate the new O-ring using high-vacuum grease.
For optimum performance, the TROLL Shield Nose
a. Wash your hands thoroughly.
Cone should be replaced every 12 months or sooner if
b. Apply a small amount of grease to the pad of your
site conditions are extremely harsh.
index finger, and rub your index finger and thumb
together to spread the grease evenly.
c. Inspect the new O-ring and remove any debris
stuck to it.
d. Rub your fingers around the O-ring until there is a
thin layer of grease on the entire O-ring.
Description
TROLL Shield Nose Cone

Part Number

4. Install the O-ring in the groove and remove any
excess lubricant with a clean cloth.

0081480

Do not allow water or lubricant to enter the
connector.

TROLL Shield Guard

Factory Calibration Services

The antifouling TROLL Shield Guard is designed to
reduce the fouling of the conductivity cell on Aqua
TROLL 100 and 200 Instruments. Reduced fouling on
the sensor improves accuracy and extends the length of
instrument deployments.

In-House Factory Calibration
Factory calibration of In-Situ instruments should be
performed every 12 to 18 months, or at any point when
the data appears to drift significantly. Factory calibration
includes a thorough cleaning, all operational checks,
necessary firmware upgrades, O-ring replacement, and
full range calibrations of the pressure sensor,
temperature sensor, and conductivity sensor (when
applicable).

For optimum performance, the TROLL Shield Guard
should be replaced every 6 months.

Return Materials Authorization (RMA) Form

Description
TROLL Shield Guard

Part Number

To obtain a factory calibration, fill out and return the
online Return Materials Authorization (RMA) form
located at www.in-situ.com/.

0085190

Guidelines for Cleaning Returned Equipment
Please help us protect the health and safety of our
employees by cleaning and decontaminating equipment
that has been subjected to any potential biological or
health hazards, and labeling such equipment.
Unfortunately, we cannot service your equipment
without such notification. Please complete and sign the
form in your Operator’s Manual (or a similar statement

O-ring Inspection and Replacement
Examine O-rings for wear, dryness, discoloration,
stretching, cracks, nicks, and brittleness. Replace Orings when any of these conditions are present.
Replacing O-rings on an annual basis, regardless of

800-446-7488
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certifying that the equipment has been cleaned and
decontaminated) and send it with each returned
instrument.
l

l
l

l

The presence of the Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) marking on the product indicates that the
device is not to be disposed via the municipal waste collection
system of any member state of the European Union.

Instruction Sheet

For products under the requirement of WEEE directive, please
contact your distributor or local In-Situ office for the proper
decontamination information and take back program, which will
facilitate the proper collection, treatment, recovery, recycling,
and safe disposal of the device

We recommend a cleaning solution, such as
Alconox®, which is a glassware cleaning product
available from In-Situ (part number 0029810) or
laboratory supply houses.
Clean all cabling. Remove all foreign matter.
Clean cable connector(s) with a clean, dry cloth.
Do not submerge cable connectors.
Clean the probe body—including the nose cone,
cable head, and protective caps. Remove all
foreign matter.

If an instrument is returned to our Service Center for
calibration or repair without a statement that it has been
cleaned and decontaminated, or in the opinion of our
Service Representatives presents a potential health or
biological hazard, we reserve the right to withhold
service until proper certification has been obtained.

Warranty Conditions
Warranty Information
Visit www.in-situ.com/warranty for the most current
product warranty information.

Warranty Void Conditions
Your In-Situ instrument has been designed to withstand
harsh field conditions. However, as with any electronic
instrument, it can be permanently damaged if subject to
the following conditions.
l

Used outside of operating specifications

l

Handled or cleaned improperly

l

Maintained incorrectly, including improper use and
replacement of desiccant

Neglecting any instructions or warnings in your
Operator's Manual or related In-Situ documentation
may cause damage to your instrument, your warranty to
become void, or both. Please follow all instructions and
warnings to avoid damage to your product.

800-446-7488
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Innovations in
Water Monitoring

Technical Note
Manual Level Mode Correction for Vented Sensors
Sean Smith, Data Services Field Engineer, In-Situ Inc.

Overview
In-Situ® pressure transducers can output level data in
three modes based on pressure. These modes include
Depth, Level Surface Elevation, and Level Depth to Water.
Level Surface Elevation and Level Depth to Water modes
calculate level using a reference point that is either set
at the time the transducer is programmed or at the time
the transducer begins to log data. The reference that is
set records a value, called Pressure Head at Reference,
and all readings are relative to this pressure.
Frequently, the user programming the transducer
inadvertently sets an incorrect reference because the
user does not realize the transducer must be placed in
its location when the reference is programmed. Typically,
a user mistakenly sets a “bad” reference by taking the
Pressure Head at Reference in air. Then the transducer
takes erroneous data when placed in water. This
technical note explains how to set a reference correctly,
and shows how to manually correct a data set that was
gathered using an incorrect reference.

Level Modes
A pressure transducer measures the amount of
pressure applied to the sensor diaphragm, and its
output is pressure in PSI. A pressure sensor can be an
absolute or a gauged sensor.
Data gathered with an absolute sensor must be post
corrected to subtract the barometric pressure. For more
information regarding absolute and gauged sensors,
review the technical note, Comparing Absolute and
Gauged Pressure Sensors. Setting a reference incorrectly
with an absolute sensor creates an added variable in

Manual Level Mode Correction for Vented Sensors

the correction of the data file (this technical note does
provide a detailed explanation for performing this
data correction).
Three modes of level can be derived from pressure and
a user input value of specific gravity: Level Depth, Level
Surface Elevation, and Level Depth to Water.
Level Depth
Depth is the amount of water over the pressure sensor. It
can be calculated in meters using the following equation:
D = (0.703073 X P) / SG
D = Depth in meters
P = Pressure in PSI
SG = Specific Gravity
Level Surface Elevation
Level Surface Elevation uses a reference to measure
water level with respect to water elevation or to a staff
gage in streams or wetlands. It can be calculated in
meters using the following equation:
Ls = Lr + ((0.703073 * (Pm - Pr)) / SG)
Ls = Level Surface in meters
Lr = Level Reference Set in meters
Pm = Pressure Measured in PSI
Pr = Pressure Head at Reference in PSI
SG = Specific Gravity
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Level Depth to Water (DTW)
DTW is used to monitor water level in wells relative
to the top of casing. The reference is determined by
using a water level tape. DTW is also known as “positive
down” because increasing values indicate water levels
are dropping relative from the top of casing. It can be
calculated in meters using the following equation:
DTW = Lr – ((0.703073 * (Pm – Pr)) / SG)			
DTW = Level Depth To Water in meters
Lr = Level Reference Set in meters
Pm = Pressure measured in PSI
Pr = Pressure head at reference in PSI
SG = Specific Gravity
All of the above equations can substitute 2.30667 as the
constant instead of 0.703073 to calculate the units in feet,
and equations using Lr must be in the same units of feet.

Reference
From the above equations, Level Surface and DTW
require a reference input. There are two ways to set the
reference. One is to set the reference at the deployment
location, also called “set new reference.” Another is to
set the reference when the pressure transducer starts
logging, also known as “set first log reading to a value.”
Set New Reference
In order to set a “good” reference, the pressure sensor
must be deployed in its permanent location where it will
not move throughout the duration of data collection.
The user can connect to the pressure sensor while
the sensor is in the water by using either a laptop or a
RuggedReader® handheld PC. Setting a new reference will
record the Pressure Head at Reference where all future
readings in a data file will be relative to this value. This is
the best option when programming a gauged (vented)
pressure sensor, because it requires a vented cable.
Set First Log Reading to a Value
This option requires that the pressure sensor be
programmed with a scheduled start and that the pressure
sensor be deployed in the water before the scheduled start
begins. The first reading recorded in the data file will be
the Pressure Head at Reference, and all other readings are
relative to the first reading. This option is typically used
with absolute (non-vented) sensors deployed with a hanger
instead of a cable. When an absolute transducer is deployed
on suspension cable, the user can not communicate with it.

Manual Level Mode Correction for Vented Sensors

Correcting a “Bad” Reference
Setting a reference incorrectly using either Set New
Reference or Set First Log Reading to a Value is common.
The values in the data report will look incorrect to the user.
For example, a user can program a pressure sensor
in the office to collect data at a later time. If the user
selects Level Surface or DTW mode, the pressure sensor
will not be in the water if they select Set New Reference.
When this occurs, the Pressure Head at Reference is
taken in air and not water, which is not a valid reference.
DTW Level mode with a reference in air will generate
lower to possible negative values when the pressure
transducer is placed in water, because it would be the
equivalent of water flowing closer to the top of casing
or even out of the casing. DTW Level mode outputs
decreasing values when the water level is rising.
Setting an incorrect reference does not ruin the data.
However, in order to make the data viable, the user
must manually post correct the data through Excel®,
and the user must know the correct reference at the
time the pressure sensor began to record data. There
are two ways to post correct the data.
Method 1:
If the data collected from the pressure transducer
recorded pressure, the user can use the pressure values
to derive the Level Mode data. The pressure would have
to be in PSI units. The user would then use the previous
explained equations to derive the Level Mode data. If
using Level Surface or DTW mode, the user would use
the first recorded pressure value as the Pressure Head
at Reference, and the user would have to know the
correct Level Reference value. For example, the user
would have to know the water level tape reading when
the pressure sensor was in the water to enter the Level
Reference in DTW mode.
Method 2:
If the data collected from the pressure transducer
recorded level and not pressure, the user must perform
calculations to correct Level Surface or DTW modes.
Some users may use an offset to apply to the data set,
but an offset does not show the calculations of how
the level output should have been setup. Method 2 will
describe how to back calculate Level to Pressure in PSI,
and then show how to calculate level using the correct
Pressure Head at Reference.
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The following equations are used to back calculate to
Pressure in PSI if Level Surface and DTW modes are recorded
in meters. For feet, substitute the constant as 2.30667, and
set Ls, Lr, DTW, and Pr in units of feet.
Level Surface Elevation:
PSI = (SG *((Ls - Lr) + (Pr))) / 0.703073
Where:
Ls = Level Surface in meters
Lr = Level Reference Set in meters
Pr = Pressure Head at Reference in meters
SG = Specific Gravity
Depth to Water:
PSI = (SG * ((Pr) - (DTW - Lr))) / 0.703073
Where:
DTW = Level Depth To Water in meters		
Lr = Level Reference Set in meters
Pr = Pressure Head at Reference in meters
SG = Specific Gravity
Once pressure is defined, the same procedure from
Method 1 is applied to calculate Level Surface or DTW.

Example

The first step is to back calculate DTW to PSI, and the
following shows how this is done for the first DTW
value: 11.649 feet.
1. Convert Pr from PSI to feet:
Feet of water = (PSI * 2.30667) / SG
(0.0139523 * 2.30667) / 0.999 = 0.0322155 feet
2. Use Method 2 DTW equation:
(0.999 * ((0.0322155) – (11.649-13.38))) / 2.30667 = 0.764 PSI
3. Apply the above equation substituting the rest of
the DTW values with the value in red.
PSI:
0.764
0.741
0.739
0.708
0.647
0.647
4. With corrected PSI, the first logged value will now
be used as the correct Pressure Head at Reference
and the same Level Reference entered will be used
since it was taken near the time the scheduled log
started. Now, the DTW Level Formula can be used:

The user has the following sample data set from a
gauged pressure transducer:

DTW = Lr – ((2.30667 * (Pm – Pr)) / SG)
13.38 – ((2.30667 * (0.764 – 0.764))/ 0.999) = 13.38 ft DTW

DTW (feet):
11.649
11.702
11.707
11.777
11.918
11.919

5. This equation will be repeated for the second value
because the first value uses the SAME value for
Pressure Measured and Pressure Head at Reference.

SG = 0.999
Pr = 0.0139523 PSI
Lr = 13.38 feet
From this data set, the Pressure Head at Reference
was taken in air because the PSI value is about 0. The
reference was not taken in water, and the DTW values are
not near the manual measurements taken as indicated
with the Level Reference set. The pressure sensor had a
scheduled start, and it started when deployed in water
near the time the manual DTW value was taken. Since
PSI was not logged, the correction will use Method 2.
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13.38 – ((2.30667 * (0.741-0.764)) / 0.999) = 13.433 ft DTW
6. Apply the above equation substituting the rest of
the PSI values with the value in red.
DTW Corrected (ft):
13.380
13.433
13.438
13.509
13.650
13.650
Now, the values have been adjusted and are close to
manual DTW hand measurements.
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Conclusion

b. Level Depth for surface water

Level Surface and DTW modes require the user to set a
reference on a pressure transducer. In order to set the
reference correctly, the pressure transducer must be
at its permanent deployment location to set a correct
Pressure Head at Reference. Many times, the reference
is taken incorrectly, but the user can recalculate Level
Surface or DTW manually by using PSI.

Use Win-Situ® Software to Set the
Correct Level Mode
Use Win-Situ software to select the correct Level Mode
for the application. Depth mode is shown twice for two
different applications, but it does not use a reference.
Level Surface mode is represented in three different
applications, and each requires a reference. Depth to
Water mode is represented once, since it is only used in
groundwater applications, and it requires a reference.

2. Level Surface Elevation (uses a reference)
a. Level Surface Elevation for groundwater

By selecting the correct Level Mode and setting a
reference correctly, errors and extra post correction can
be eliminated. Look for the following software screens
when setting up a level reference.
1. Depth (no reference)
a. Level Depth for groundwater

b. Level Surface Elevation for surface water

Manual Level Mode Correction for Vented Sensors
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c. Level Surface Elevation for gage height/stage

•

•

•

New Reference—This value will be programmed
in the transducer at the end of the wizard. Put the
transducer in the water before completing the wizard.
Set first logged reading to—This value will be
programmed to the transducer when you start
the log manually, or when the log starts via the
scheduled start option. Ensure the transducer is in
water before the log starts.
Remind me to set reference later—This option will
remind you to set a reference when you start the log.
Make sure to place the transducer in water and set a
correct level reference before the log starts.

Edit a Level Reference in an Active Log
3. Level Surface Elevation DTW (uses a reference)
a. Level Depth to Water for groundwater

An active log is a log that has been started or started
and then paused. It is possible to edit the level
reference in an active log with a transducer connected
to a communication cable. However, the level reference
is the only change that can be made after a log has
been started. Adjusting a reference is not possible on a
transducer deployed on a hanger.
1. Click the Sensor tab and highlight the transducer.
2. Click the Calibrate sensor button.
3. Select the Adjust Level Reference option

4. Set Level Reference Options

4. With the transducer in place in the water, enter the
correct reference value and click the check mark.
For more information, contact In-Situ Inc.
221 East Lincoln Avenue, Fort Collins, CO 80524
1-800-446-7488 (toll-free in U.S. & Canada)
1-970-498-1500 (international & domestic)
www.in-situ.com
April 2012/rev. 02
In-Situ, the In-Situ logo, Baro Merge, BaroTROLL, HERMIT, Pocket-Situ, RDO, RuggedCable, RuggedReader, TROLL, and Win-Situ are registered trademarks of In-Situ Inc. © 2012.
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GRUNDFOS Redi-flo
variable performance pumping systems

GRUNDFOS Redi-Flo
Variable FreQuency Drive

The Redi-Flo Variable Frequency Drive
(VFD) has been uniquely designed to
operate and protect the Redi-Flo2®
Variable Performance Groundwater
Sampling Pump and the Redi-Flo4®
Variable Performance Sampling /
Remediation Pumps. Due to the
sophisticated electronics within the
Redi-Flo VFD, the operator can easily
change between the Redi-Flo2®
Pump or the Redi-Flo4® Variable
Performance Pumps by pressing a
button. With the pressing of another
button, the operator can precisely
control the discharge flow rate from
the pump from a maximum of 50
gallons per minute to a minimum of
100 milliliters per minute, to depths
to 524 feet of head.
Unlike most variable frequency drives,
the Redi-Flo VFD is compatible with
either 120V or 230V single-phase,
AC input power. The operator can
simply change the power cord to
accommodate the different voltages.
The Redi-Flo VFD can also be
purchased without the carring case
for use in dedicated applications.

Th e U n iQu e Featu res of th e Redi-Flo VFD:
• Precise Flow Control — The push button control pad provides greater control over the pump’s discharge flow
rate for better accuracy and precision during sampling.
• Wide Performance Range — Instead of operating according to one performance curve, the Redi-Flo VFD allows
for coverage of a range of performances and can function at any point of operation within that range.
• Motor Protection — The Redi-Flo VFD will protect the Redi-Flo Variable Performance Pumps from adverse
motor conditions such as, over-and-under-voltage, over-current, and groundfault.
• Dual Input Power Capability — Either 120V or 230V, single-phase AC input power is accommodated simply by
changing the power cord.
• Dual Functionality — The Redi-Flo VFD can be easily switched to operate either the Redi-Flo2® pump or the
Redi-Flo4® Variable Performance Pumps.
• Enclosure — The Redi-Flo VFD NEMA 4 enclosure is designed for outdoor duty and is resistant to damage as a
result of incidental exposure to rain or splashing water.

GRUNDFOS Redi-Flo2® and Redi-Flo 4™
Variable Performance Pumps

The Redi-Flo2® Variable Performance Pump combines
state-of-the-art technology into a light, compact and
yet powerful submersible pump for precise, accurate
and reproducible groundwater sampling. Designed
for long-term reliability in dedicated monitoring
wells, the Redi-Flo2® provides optimal sample quality
with either traditional purging prior to sampling, or
low draw-down passive sampling when operated
with the new Redi-Flo VFD.
Studies have
shown the
Redi-Flo2®
Variable
Performance
Pump is the
ideal sampling
device for
representative
groundwater
samples.

The Redi-Flo4® Variable Performance Pumps
are submersibles constructed of virgin Teflon®
and stainless steel to handle the rigors of
contaminated groundwater monitoring and
continuous operation in remediation applications.
The Redi-Flo4® Variable Performance Pumps are
designed to operate in 4 inch and larger wells to
depths of 524 feet. The Redi-Flo4® pumps have a
built-in check valve to prevent back-flow in the
well after the pump is shut down. A user-friendly
cable guard aids in the ease of variable length
motor lead installation.

Discharge/Pump Housing*
corrosion-resistant with Female NPT
discharge pipe connection
Integral Check Valve
(Redi-Flo4® only)
offers reliable, jam-free back
flow prevention
Guide Vane*
increases pump efficiency by
providing optimal fluid movement
Impeller*
long-wearing, corrosion-resistant
with a high strength-to-mass ratio; a
fabricated design allows for optimum
hydraulic performance
Spacer Ring and Wear Ring
(Redi-Flo2® only)
placed at each impeller,
eliminating vibration and maintains
pump efficiency
Seal Ring and Intermediate Bearing
(Redi-Flo4® only)
placed at each stage to support the
shaft and maintain pump efficiency;
constructed of 100% virgin Teflon®
Inlet Screen*
non-corrosive inlet screen prevents the
impellers from clogging

Smooth, continuous, uninterrupted
discharge flow rate is possible with
the Redi-Flo2®.

*On these features, the material of construction
for the Redi-Flo2® is 316 stainless steel, and the
Redi-Flo4® is 304 stainless steel.

The Redi-Flo4® provides
up to 45 gallons per
minute for purging and
remediation.

Being responsible is our foundation
Thinking ahead makes it possible
Innovation is the essence

Grundfos Environmental Products
	Models
Well Size	Discharge Size*	Flow Range
Heads
				GPM	To: (Ft.)

Redi-Flo2® Variable Performance Pump
MP1

2”

1/2”

100 ml/min - 9

250

100 ml/min - 10
100 ml/min - 15
100 ml/min - 35
100 ml/min - 50

524
356
302
234

Redi-Flo4® Variable Performance Pumps
5E8
10E5
16E4
25E3

4”
4”
4”
4”

1”
1-1/4”
1-1/4”
1-1/2”

*Female NPT
600

PerForManCe

550
500
450
400

Head (feet)

350
Redi-flo4™
5e8

300
250
200
150
100
50

Redi-flo4™
10e5

Redi-flo2®

Redi-flo4™
16e4

Redi-flo4™
25e3

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

u.s. gallons peR minute

Contact:

VFD unit:
C
LISTED

L-SI-SL-001

5/08

PRINTED IN USA
U.S.A.
GRUNDFOS Pumps Corporation
17100 West 118th Terrace
Olathe, Kansas 66061
Phone: (913) 227-3400
Telefax: (913) 227-3500

www.grundfos.com

Canada
GRUNDFOS Canada Inc.
2941 Brighton Road
Oakville, Ontario
L6H 6C9
Phone: (905) 829-9533
Telefax: (905) 829-9512

Mexico
Bombas GRUNDFOS de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Boulevard TLC No. 15
Parque Industrial Stiva Aeropuerto
C.P. 66600 Apodaca, N.L. Mexico
Phone: 011-52-81-8144 4000
Telefax: 011-52-81-8144 4010

Electrical Submersible Sampling Pump
Grundfos Redi-Flo2® Environmental Pumps
The Grundfos Redi-Flo2® electrical submersible pump provides smooth, uninterrupted water flow during ground
water sampling to depths down to 280 feet (85m). Both high flow rates needed for purging and low flows recommended for sampling are achieved with the same pump.
FEATURES
• Chemically inert materials
Maximum sample integrity and easy decontamination
• 1.8 inch (4.6cm) diameter
Easy access into 2" (5cm) or larger wells
• Flow rates range from 8 GPM (30 LPM) to as little as
100ml ⁄ min
Controlled with the simple push of a button
• Low velocities and agitation
Ideal for sampling and purging
• Portable solid state converter
Eliminates the need for control valves
• Continuous flow
Ensures a cleaner, simpler sample catch
• Dedicated or Portable configurations available

OPERATION
Designed for long-term reliability in dedicated monitoring wells, the
Redi-Flo2® provides optimal sample quality. Whether doing traditional
purging prior to sampling or low draw-down passive sampling when
operated with the Redi-Flo VFD (Variable Frequency Drive) flow control
is easy!
Purging and sampling with the same pump is extremely efficient. The
unique design and superior materials allow for easy operation, decontamination and maintenance as well as disassembly and reassembly.

PERFORMANCE

Redi-Flo2® pump as a portable system
mounted on Geo Reel

Dedicated
Redi-Flo2®
pump setup
with tubing,
All-In-One motor
lead and integrated safety cable,
and well cap

Add confidence using the
Geotech all-in-one motor lead
with integrated safety cable

Contact Field Environmental Instruments, Inc.
301 Brushton Avenue, Suite A
412-436-2600 | 800-393-4009
info@fieldenvironmental.com | fieldenvironmental.com
grundfos_redi-flo2.qxp 01/24/14

Electrical Submersible Sampling Pump
Grundfos Redi-Flo2® Environmental Pumps
CUSTOM ACCESSORIES
Professional accessories make your job easier, your equipment last longer, and protect
your investment!
Geotech has a shroud specifically designed
for use with the Grundfos Redi-Flo2® in
wells 4" (10cm) in diameter or larger. The
Redi-Flo2® electrical submersible pump was
designed to stay cool by the action of the
water passing rapidly over the body of the
stainless steel and PTFE pump. In 2" (5cm)
diameter wells this is achieved automatically. In larger diameter wells the pump may
overheat, causing permanent damage to
the inner workings. The Geotech pump
shroud can help you avoid damage to your
Redi-Flo2® pump, and help you to protect
your investment, project after project.
If your site plan requires all the water passing through your pump be disposed of and
not allowed to return to the well, ask your
sales representative about our custom
stainless steel check valve.

DIMENSIONS

SPECIFICATIONS
Electric
Full Load Rating
Maximum Current (SFA)

.5 HP/220V/3 PH/400 Hz/5.5A
5.5 amps

Motor Protection

Thermal overload –
Thermik Geratebau, Series SY6 (176°F/80°C)

Current Overload

Incorporated into Redi-Flo VFD (9.0A for 10 seconds)

Piping Connection
Discharge Port

1/2" Female NPT

Operating Conditions
Minimum Ambient Fluid Temp.

34°F (1°C)

Maximum Ambient Fluid Temp.

80°F (28°C)

Motor Fluid
Motor Lubricating Fluid

Deionized (DI) Water

Dimensions & Weight
(Pump & Motor)
Dimensions

11.3" L x 1.81" D (28.7cm L x 4.6cm D)

Net Weight

5.5 lbs. (2.5 kg), excluding motor lead

Lead Lengths
Standard Lengths in Feet
Custom Lengths

30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300
(9, 15, 23, 30, 38, 46, 53, 61, 76, 91 meters)
Available in 1 ft. (0.3m) increments from
30 to 300 ft. (9-91m)

Redi-Flo2®
Cooling
Shroud

Redi-Flo2® Stainless Steel Check Valve

Contact Field Environmental Instruments, Inc.
301 Brushton Avenue, Suite A
412-436-2600 | 800-393-4009
info@fieldenvironmental.com | fieldenvironmental.com

Electrical Submersible Sampling Pump
Grundfos Redi-Flo2® Environmental Pumps
PARTS DESCRIPTION

PUMP COMPONENTS
Pos.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Part
Description
Inlet Screen
Pump Housing ½" NPT
Guide Vane
Wear Ring
Impeller
Spacer Ring
Wear Plate
Motor Lead Assembly
Shaft, Rotor
Suction Interconnector
Stator Housing
Set Screw
Ground Motor Screw
Motor Lead Screw
PTFE Washer
Brass Washer
Grommet
Crimped Pin
Motor Screw (long)
Motor Screw (short)
Filling Screw w ⁄ O-Ring
Motor Thrust Washers
Lip Seal
Bearing Housing O-Ring

No. Used
Per Pump
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
2
3
3
2
6
1
2
1
2

Part
Number
1A0004
1A0044
See Service Kits
"
"
"
"
See Pos. 13-18
Not Available*
1A5004
Not Available*
See Service Kits
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
ID5566
See Service Kits

*Not economical to replace, must purchase complete pump ⁄ motor.

Contact Field Environmental Instruments, Inc.
301 Brushton Avenue, Suite A
412-436-2600 | 800-393-4009
info@fieldenvironmental.com | fieldenvironmental.com

GRUNDFOS INSTRUCTIONS

2
Stainless Steel Submersible Pumps
for Environmental Purge & Sampling Applications
USA Installation and operating instructions

Please leave these instructions with the pump for future reference.
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G S S S P
Your Grundfos Redi-Flo2 Environmental Pump is of the utmost quality.
Combined with proper installation, your Grundfos pump will give you many
years of reliable service.
To ensure the proper installation of the pump, carefully read the complete
manual before attempting to install the pump.

SAFETY WARNING
E W
Before beginning installation procedures, these installation and operating instructions
should be studied carefully. All electrical work should be carried out by a qualified electrician
in accordance with the latest edition of the National Electrical Code (NEC), local codes and
regulations.

A T E R
When handling and operating the Redi-Flo Variable Performance Pump system, all
environmental regulations concerning the handling of hazardous materials must be
observed. When the pump is taken out of operation, great care should be taken to ensure
that the pump contains no hazardous materials that might cause injury to human health or
to the environment.

R  P  S
Only pumps that are certified as uncontaminated will be accepted by GRUNDFOS for
servicing. GRUNDFOS must receive this certification prior to receiving the pump. If not,
GRUNDFOS will refuse to accept delivery of the pump. In these cases, all costs incurred in
returning the product to the customer will be paid by the customer. Contact your distributor
for details on returning Redi-Flo products for servicing.

E H
The Redi-Flo Variable Performance Pump system is not approved for Class 1, Division 1, Group
D locations as specified by the National Electrical Code (NEC). Consult local authorities and
regulations if you have any doubt about its suitability for a specific application.
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PRE-INSTALLATION

S I
Examine the components carefully to make sure no damage has occurred to the
pump-end, motor, cable or control box during shipment.
This Grundfos Redi-Flo2 Environmental Pump should remain in its shipping
carton until it is ready to be installed. The carton is specially designed to protect
it from damage. During unpacking and prior to installation, make sure that the
pump is not contaminated, dropped or mishandled.
The motor is equipped with an electrical cable. Under no circumstance should
the cable be used to support the weight of the pump.

✔

P-I C

Before beginning installation, the following checks should be made.
They are all critical for the proper installation of this submersible pump.

A. C   W
If the pump is to be installed in a new well, the well should be fully developed
and bailed or blown free of cuttings and sand. Dispose of discharged materials
in accordance with the specific job site requirements. The stainless steel
construction of the Redi-Flo2 Environmental Pump makes it resistant to
abrasion; however, no pump, made of any material, can forever withstand the
destructive wear that occurs when constantly pumping sandy groundwater.
The inside diameter of the well casing should be checked to ensure that it is not
smaller than the size of the pump and motor.
B. C   W
Redi-Flo2 pumps are designed for pumping cold groundwater that is free of air
or gases. Decreased pump performance and life expectancy can occur if the
groundwater is not cold or contains air or gases.
C. I D
Pumping sand or well sediment can occur when the pump motor is installed
lower than the top of the well screen or within five feet of the well bottom. This
can reduce the performance and life expectancy of the pump and should be
avoided.
D. E S
The Redi-Flo2 motor is a 3 phase 220 VAC unit designed to be driven by the
Redi-Flo2 VFD.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

W C T
The wire cable used between the pump and control box or panel should be
approved for submersible pump applications. The conductor insulation should
have a continuous Teflon® jacket with no splices and must be suitable for use
with submersible pumps.

I
The riser pipe or hose should be properly sized and selected based on estimated
flow rates and friction-loss factors.
A back-up wrench should be used when attaching a riser pipe or metallic nipple
to the pump. The pump should only be gripped by the flats on the top of the
discharge chamber. The body of the pump, or motor should not be gripped
under any circumstance.

I S R P  U
An approved pipe thread compound should be used on all joints. Make sure the
joints are adequately tightened in order to resist the tendency of the motor to
loosen the joints when stopping and starting.
After the first section of the riser pipe has been attached to the pump, the lifting
cable or elevator should be clamped to the pipe. Do not clamp the pump. When
raising the pump and riser section, be careful not to place bending stress on the
pump by picking it up by the pump-end only. A check valve may be added to the
pump to prevent fluid from flowing back into the pump after it is turned off.
Make sure that the electrical cables are not cut or damaged in any way when
the pump is being lowered in the well.
The drop cable should be secured to the riser pipe at frequent intervals to
prevent sagging, looping or possible cable damage.

I P  F R P  U:
Use the correct compound recommended by the pipe manufacturer or specific
job specifications. Make sure that joints are securely fastened.
Do not connect the first plastic or flexible riser section directly to the pump.
Always attach a metallic nipple or adapter into the discharge chamber of the
pump. When tightened, the threaded end of the nipple or adapter must not come
in contact with the check valve retainer in the discharge chamber of the pump.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

IMPORTANT - Plastic and flexible pipe tend to stretch under
load. This stretching must be taken into account when securing
the cable to the riser pipe.
Leave enough slack between tie points to allow for this
stretching. This tendency for plastic and flexible pipe to stretch
will also affect the calculation of the pump setting depth. If the
depth setting is critical, check with the manufacturer of the
pipe to determine how to compensate for pipe stretch.
When these types of pipe are used, it is recommended that a
safety cable be attached to the pump to lower and raise it. A
safety cable bracket is available from Grundfos
(part # 001A0019)

P  W  C
While installing the pump, proper care should be used not
to introduce foreign objects or contaminants into the well.
To protect against surface water entering the well and
contaminating the well, the well should be finished off
utilizing a locally approved well seal.

L  P I  W
Make sure the electrical motor leads are not cut or damaged in any way when
the pump is being lowered into the well. Do not use the motor leads to support
the weight of the pump.
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INSTALLATION PROCEDURES

O C
To ensure the Redi-Flo Variable Performance Pumping system operates properly,
follow these guidelines:
• The Redi-Flo2® pump must be installed vertically with the discharge
end pointed upwards.
• The pump and motor must always be completely submerged in fluid to
ensure lubrication and cooling of the motor.
• The temperature of the fluid being pumped should be according to the
technical specifications.
• The installation depth of the pump should always be at least three feet
below the maximum drawdown level of the well.
• Redi-Flo pumps are not recommended for well development or pumping fluid
containing abrasives.
• Redi-Flo2® pumps are not recommended for continuous operation
applications.
• The warranty of the Redi-Flo pumps will be void if other than the Redi-Flo
VFD is used or if corrosive fluids are pumped.
• The service life of dedicated Redi-Flo pumps may be compromised if the
ambient water quality exceeds one or more of the following values:
pH<5 DO>2 ppm H2S>1 ppm CL->500 ppm TDS>1000 ppm

E
WARNING: To reduce the risk of electrical shock during operation of this pump
requires the provision of acceptable grounding. Refer to the Redi-Flo Variable
Frequency Drive Instructions Manual (L-RF-IO-009) for proper wiring instructions.
All electrical work should be performed by a qualified electrician in accordance
with the latest edition of the National Electrical Code, local codes and regulations.
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MAINTENANCE

D  R P E
The Redi-Flo2® pump can be dismantled and reassembled quickly and easily by
referring to the diagram on page 12 and following these steps:

DISMANTLING
1. Shut the pump off by placing the Redi-Flo VFD in the stop position.
2. Disconnect Redi-Flo VFD from power supply or generator.
3. Disconnect the motor lead from the Redi-Flo VFD.
4. Remove the pipe or tubing connected to the pump (OPTIONAL).
5. Remove the Set Screw (position 12 in the diagram on page 12). Grasp the Inlet
Screen (position 1) and slowly but forcefully pull it up over the Pump Housing
(position 2).
DO NOT ALLOW THE INLET SCREEN TO SCRAPE THE INSULATION FROM THE
MOTOR LEAD.
6. Unscrew and remove the Pump Housing (counterclockwise when viewed from
the top). This will expose the impeller assembly (guide vanes, wear rings, etc.),
which can now be removed by hand for extended cleaning or replacement.

REASSEMBLY
To reassemble the Redi-Flo2® pump, refer to the diagram on page 12 and:
1. Make sure the motor lead is not connected to the Redi-Flo VFD.
2. Return the impeller assembly components (guide vanes, wear rings, etc.) to
the shaft in the proper order per impeller assembly diagram.
3. Screw the Pump Housing (position 2) back onto the top of the pump. If all of
the impellers and chambers were replaced correctly, the Pump Housing should
screw on easily. Hand tighten.
4. Slip the Inlet Screen (position 1) back over the Pump Housing. Screw the Set
Screw (position 12) back into the Inlet Screen.

MAKE SURE TO LINE UP THE MOTOR LEAD WIH THE RECESSED AREA IN THE
PUMP HOUSING TO AVOID SCRAPING THE INSULATION FROM THE LEAD.
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MAINTENANCE

D  R M
If the pump is moved from well to well, it should be thoroughly decontaminated
prior to being installed in the next well. In addition to cleaning the individual
components inside and outside, the water in the pump motor should be
replaced using the syringe that came with your pump. This can be accomplished
through the following steps:
1. Shut the pump off by placing the Redi-Flo VFD in the stop position.
2. Disconnect Redi-Flo VFD from power supply or generator.
3. Disconnect the motor lead from the Redi-Flo VFD.
4. Remove the discharge tubing and the pump end (follow dismantling procedure page 5).
5. Turn the pump and motor upside down.
6. Use a flat blade screwdriver
to remove the filling screw
on the bottom of the motor.

50
ml.
30

10. Clean motor shaft with a
brush.
11. Empty the water from the
motor.
12. Clean inside of stator
housing with a brush.
13. Replace motor shaft into
stator housing.

7

10

9. Continue to remove bearing
housing and motor shaft
from stator housing.

20

8. Push gently on the motor
shaft to move bearing
housing out of the stator
housing.

15. Replace bearing housing and
tighten Allen screws.

40

7. Remove the three Allen head
set screws at the bottom of
the motor with a 2.5 mm
Allen wrench.

14. Refill motor using contaminantfree deionized water using the
syringe that came with your RediFlo2® pump.

16. Continue to add water until the
level is even with the bottom
edge of the screw hole.
17. Replace and tighten the filling
screw.
18. Turn the pump over several times,
then remove the filling screw
again to let any trapped air
escape (if air is left inside the
motor, the life of the motor will
be shortened). Add more water,
as necessary. Fluid should
overflow when the fill cap is
screwed back on the motor cavity.
19. Replace and tighten the filling
screw.
20. Replace pump end and piping
(see reassembly page 6)

MAINTENANCE

R  M L
To replace the motor lead, refer to the diagram on page 12 and follow these steps:
REMOVING THE OLD MOTOR LEAD
1. Make sure the Redi-Flo VFD is turned OFF, and the motor lead is not connected
to the Redi-Flo VFD.
2. Loosen and remove the Set Screw (position 12) from the Inlet Screen (position 1).
3. Slide the Inlet Screen off the pump. If you plan to use this motor lead again, be
careful not to scrape insulation from it as the Inlet Screen is removed.
4. Loosen and remove the Pump Housing (position 2). Remove the impeller
assembly (impellers, guide vanes, etc.).
5. Refer to the illustration on page 12. Use a 6mm wrench to loosen and remove
the Motor Lead Screw (position 14) for the ground lead (green/yellow wire).
6. Pull up on the ground lead to remove it. Using a small screwdriver and
precision electronics pliers, pry up and remove the Teflon® Washer (position 15)
and Brass Washers (position 16 ) from inside the enlarged Ground Motor Screw
(position 13). Remove the 8mm Ground Motor Screw.
7. Use an Allen wrench (2.5 mm) to remove the two Motor Screws (position 19)
holding the Suction Interconnector (position 10) in place. Remove the Suction
Interconnector but be very careful to note which of its slots is lined up with
which motor lead -- this will be very helpful during reassembly. You may wish
to scratch a mark on both the Suction Interconnector and the motor to aid in
matching them up later.
8. Refer to the illustration on the next page. Use a 6mm wrench to loosen and
remove the remaining Motor Lead Screws (position 14).
9. Pull up on each of the leads to remove them. Make a note which lead comes
out of each hole-- this is a MUST when installing the new motor lead. Using a
small screwdriver and precision electronics pliers, unscrew and remove the
Teflon® Washer (position 15) and the Grommet (position 17).
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MAINTENANCE

I  N M L
10. Ensure the motor lead holes are clean and free of
moisture.
11. String the Inlet Screen (position 1) onto the motor lead.
12. String the motor lead components (shown at right)
onto the end of each motor lead wire (except the striped
green ground wire). Using a wire crimp tool, properly
crimp each pin onto the lead wires.
13. For each wire, place the Crimped Pin (position 18)
down into the motor lead hole. Press the Grommet
(position 17) and Teflon® Washer (position 15) down
around the lead. Be sure to reconnect the lead wires in
their previous pattern described below.

P C
M L

Motor Lead Screw
(position 14)

Teflon® Washer
(positon 15)
Grommet
(positon 17)
Crimped Pin
(positon 18)
Teflon® is a registered
trademark of DuPont

MOTOR LEADS
1

2

3

NOTE: For Tefzel motor lead, use the
following wiring pattern: 1, 2, 3 clock wise
from ground terminal (striped green).

GREEN STRIPE
(GROUND)

4

2
1

3

14. While pushing the lead down into the motor lead
hole, use a 6mm wrench to tighten the Motor Lead
Screw (position 14) into place. Repeat for the other two
lead wires.
15. Replace the Suction Interconnector (position 10).
Replace the Ground Motor Screw (position 13). Since the
ground wire will be attached to this screw, you will want
to put it into the hole that will cause the least amount
of twisting to the wire.
16. Replace and tighten the two Motor Screws
(position 19) with an Allen wrench.
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G M L
Motor Lead Screw
(position 14)

Teflon® Washer
(positon 15)
Brass Washers
(position 16)

Ground Motor
Screw
(position 13)

INSTRUCTIONS

17. String the motor ground lead through the hex lead screw, teflon washer and
brass washers. Strip about 1/4 inch of insulation from the lead and fray the
copper strands outward as shown. Press the washers down into the ground
screw and tighten the motor lead screw in place.
18. Return the impeller assembly to the top of the Suction Interconnector
(position 10). Refer to the diagram on page 12 for the proper sequence.
19. Screw the Pump Housing (position 2) back onto the Suction Interconnector.
20. Position the motor lead in the recessed area of the Pump Housing.
21. Carefully push the Inlet Screen (position 1) over the Pump Housing and the
Suction Interconnector.
BE VERY CAREFUL TO AVOID SCRAPING THE INSULATION
FROM THE MOTOR LEAD AS THE INLET SCREEN IS FITTED.
22. Line up the screw hole in the Inlet Screen with the screw hole in the Pump
Housing. Fit and tighten the Set Screw (position 12).
23. Connect the motor lead to the Redi-Flo VFD and test the
rotation of the pump. Submerge the pump in water, start
it at its slowest speed and make sure the pump shaft is
turning counterclockwise (when viewed from the top). If
the rotation is incorrect, switching any two power leads
(with POWER OFF) will correct the problem.

Top
View

24. Reconnect the tubing or pipe.

P M I
If the pump is operating at a decreased capacity and the impeller assembly
components (impellers, guide vanes, etc.) do not appear to be the cause, the
motor should be checked. A checklist of things to examine includes:
• Check the fluid level inside the motor (refer to page 7).
Replace and refill as necessary.
• Inspect the outside of the motor for cracks, dents, etc.
• Remove the Inlet Screen (position 1), Pump Housing (position 2), and the
impeller assembly (guide vanes, wear rings, etc.). Try to spin the motor shaft
by hand. It should spin freely. If it does not, the motor must be replaced.
• Check the winding and insulation resistance of the motor and lead as
described on page 11.
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INSTRUCTIONS

W R
Turn the power off and disconnect the motor lead from
the converter. Using an ohmmeter, set the scale to R X 1.
Zero-adjust the meter and measure the resistance between
any two power conducting leads (prongs on the motor lead
plug). If the ohm value is too low, the motor may be shorted.
If too high, the motor windings or the leads may be open.
Lead Length Ohm Value
0 ft ..................................................3.0 - 3.5 S
50 ft ...................................................3.6 - 4.1 S
75 ft..................................................3.9 - 4.4 S
100 ft ..................................................4.2 - 4.7 S
125 ft...................................................4.5 - 5.0 S
150 ft...................................................4.8 - 5.3 S
175 ft....................................................5.1 - 5.6 S
200 ft..................................................5.4 - 5.9 S
250 ft..................................................6.0 - 6.5 S
300 ft...................................................6.6 - 7.1 S

I R
Turn the power off and disconnect the motor lead from the converter. Use a
500V megohmmeter or megger (1 Meg = 1 M = 1 million). Zero-adjust the meter
and measure the resistance between any power conducting leads (prongs on
the motor lead plug) and ground. If the pump has been removed from the well,
a good way to test this (as shown above) is to submerge the motor lead and
Redi-Flo2® pump in a bucket of water. Touch one lead of the megohmmeter to
the pump and one to a motor lead.
If the ohm value is lower than 1.5M S on any lead other than
ground, the motor or lead is defective and must be replaced.

C C F W
The pump components should be periodically checked to ensure they are still
within their minimum operating tolerance (refer to the Assembly Diagram
below).

Impeller (position 5) ......................The impellers should show no visible wear.
Guide Vane (position 3)................The guide vanes should show no visible wear.
Wear Ring (position 4)..................The minimum thickness ("A" in the illustration)
should never be less than 0.04" (1.0 mm)
In addition, visually check all components for
cracks, corrosion, or wear.
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INSTRUCTIONS

S R
The pump should be thoroughly cleaned before storage to ensure no
contamination is present. Both the pump and the converter should be
stored in a clean and dry area in the following temperature range:
34°F (1°C) to 120°F (50°C)

A D — R-F2®

ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM

REDI FLO2

Pump Components
Pos.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Part
Description
Inlet Screen
Pump Housing 1/2" NPT
Guide Vane
Wear Ring
Impeller
Spacer Ring
Wear Plate
Motor Lead Assembly
Shaft
Suction Interconnector
Stator Housing
Set Screw
Ground Motor Screw
Motor Lead Screw
Teflon® Washer
Brass Washer
Grommet
Crimped Pin
Motor Screw (long)
Motor Screw (short)
Filling Screw w/ O-Ring
Motor Thrust Washers
Lip Seal
Bearing Housing O-Ring

No. Used
Per Pump

Part
Number

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
2
3
3
2
6
1
2
1
2

1A0004
1A0044
see Service Kits
"
"
"
"
see Pos. 13 - 18
not available *
1A5004
not available *
see Service Kits
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
ID5566
see Service Kits

2
3
4
5
6
7
3
4
5
6
7
1

Teflon® is a registered trademark of Du Pont
*Not economical to replace. Must purchase complete pump/motor

14
Motor Lead Screw

22

12

MOTOR LEAD ASSEMBLY (position 8)
Power
Conducting Motor
Leads (3)

Ground
Motor
Lead (1)

Impeller
Assembly

9
10

14
Motor Lead Screw

8
15
Teflon® Washer

15
Teflon ® Washer

19
17
Grommet

23

11

16
Brass Washers
18
Crimped Pin

22
24

13
Ground Motor Screw

20

10

21
19

12

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

R-F2® P  M
ELECTRIC
Full Load Rating

.5 HP / 220V / 3 PH / 400 Hz / 5.5A

Maximum Current (SFA)

5.5 amps

Motor Protection

Thermal overload - Thermik Geratebau,
Series SY6 - (176°F [80°C])
Current Overload - Incorporated into
Redi-Flo VFD

PIPING CONNECTION
¤ " Female NPT

12

Discharge Port

OPERATING CONDITIONS
Minimum Ambient Fluid Temperature

34°F (1°C)

Maximum Ambient Fluid Temperature

80°F (28°C)

MOTOR FLUID
Motor Lubricating Fluid

Deionized (DI) Water

STORAGE CONDITIONS
Minimum Ambient Temperature

34°F (1°C)

Maximum Ambient Temperature

120°F (50°C)

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT (PUMP AND MOTOR)
Dimensions

11.3" length x 1.81" diameter

Net Weight

5.5 lbs., excluding motor lead

LEAD LENGTHS

13

Standard Lengths in Feet

30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200,
250, 300

Custom Lengths

Available in 1 ft. increments from
30 to 300 ft.

REDI-FLO2® PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

R-F2® S K, T  M L
Replacement parts, service tools and motor leads are available using the
following part numbers:

S K
Position
in Diagram

Part Description ....................No. In Kit

Park Number

3
4
5
6
7

Guide Vane ................................................2
Wear Ring ..................................................2
Impeller ......................................................2
Spacer Ring................................................2
Wear Plate ................................................2

4
7

Wear Ring ..................................................4
Wear Plate ................................................4

13
14
15
16
17
18

Ground Motor Screw..............................1
Motor Lead Screw ..................................4
Teflon® Washer ........................................4
Brass Washer ............................................2
Grommet....................................................3
Crimped Pin ..............................................3

5
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Impeller ......................................................1........................................1A00018
Set Screws ................................................25......................................1A00038
Motor Lead Screws ................................12 ......................................1A00048
Teflon® Washer ......................................25 ......................................1A00058
Brass Washer ..........................................25......................................1A00068
Grommet ..................................................25 ......................................1A00078
Crimped Pin..............................................50......................................1A00088
Motor Screw (Long) ..............................25......................................1A00098
Motor Screw (Short)..............................25 ......................................1A00108
Filling Screw with O-Ring ....................5........................................1A00118
Motor Thrust Washers ..........................4 ......................................1A00128

125061

1A5050

1A00028

T® M L R K
30 foot
50
“
100
“
125
“
150
“
175
“
200 “
250
“
300 “

Length ............................................................................1A5100
“ ..................................................................................1A5102
“ ..................................................................................1A5103
“ ..................................................................................1A5104
“ ..................................................................................1A5105
“ ..................................................................................1A5106
“ ..................................................................................1A5107
“ ..................................................................................1A5108
“ ..................................................................................1A5109

A L
Redi-Flo2® Safety Cable Bracket
(Placed between the top of the pump and discharged piping connector) ......................1A0019
Redi-Flo2® Cooling Shroud ......................................................................................1A004Z
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LIMITED WARRANTY

All Redi-Flo products manufactured by GRUNDFOS are warranted to the
original user only to be free of defects in material and workmanship for the
following periods of time. Redi-Flo2® pumps; 24 months from date of
installation, but not more than 30 months from the date of manufacture,
whichever comes first.
GRUNDFOS' liability under this warranty shall be limited to repairing or
replacing at GRUNDFOS' option, without charge, F.O.B. GRUNDFOS' factory
or authorized service station, any product of GRUNDFOS manufacture.
GRUNDFOS will not be liable for any costs of removal, installation,
transportation, or any other charges which may arise in connection with a
warranty claim. Products which are sold but not manufactured by GRUNDFOS
are subject to the warranty provided by the manufacturer of said products and
not by GRUNDFOS' warranty. GRUNDFOS will not be liable for damage or wear
to products caused by abnormal operating conditions, accident, abuse, misuse,
unauthorized alteration or repair, or if the product was not installed in
accordance with GRUNDFOS' printed installation and operation instructions.
To obtain service under this warranty, contact the Distributor or Dealer from
which it was purchased to obtain instructions. Under no circumstances
should defective product be returned to the Distributor, Dealer, or
GRUNDFOS without a Return Materials Authorization (RMA).
GRUNDFOS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, LOSSES, OR EXPENSES ARISING FROM
INSTALLATION, USE, OR ANY OTHER CAUSES. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WHICH EXTEND BEYOND THOSE
WARRANTIES DESCRIBED OR REFERRED TO ABOVE.
Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or
consequential damages and some jurisdictions do not allow limitations on how
long implied warranties may last. Therefore, the above limitations or exclusions
may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may
also have other rights which vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.

16

NOTES

17

Being Responsible is our foundation
Thinking ahead makes it possible
Innovation is the essence

L-RF-IO-010 Rev. 7/02
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Measure and
Display up to

11 Items
Simultaneously

Rugged
Outdoor
Design

Multi-parameter Water Quality Meters

U-50 Series

Multi-parameter Water Quality Meters
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Measure and
Display up to

11 Items
Simultaneously

Control Unit Features:
Easy to read LCD Display
One-hand operation
■ On-screen icon displays battery
power and GPS, USB and probe
unit connectivity
■ Quick-connect connector
(cable to control unit)
■ Shock resistant cover
■ Backlight display
■
■

Rugged
Outdoor
Design

     

Sensor Probe Unit Features:
Turbidity Sensor conforms to US EPA method 180.1
Minimum dissolved oxygen sensor maintenance
with screw-on type membrane cap
■ Chemical resistant materials of construction
■ Optional ToupH pH electrode* that is difficult
to break
■ Field replaceable sensors
■
■
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Multi-parameter Water Quality Meters

Design and Performance that Makes Measurement Easy in a Variety of Applications

Measurement in Marshes

Measurement at a Drainage
Ditch or Wharf

'    !  $   
       "   
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Measuring Ground Water from an Intake
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     &  
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Measurements in Surface Water
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Exceptional Performance and Optimal Design for field app

〉
〉
Control Unit 〉

Easy to read LCD Display and Easy Operation
All 11 parameters measurement data is
listed on screen.
Text size can be changed to large font.
Small control unit design for operation
with one hand.
Icon display information.
USB connection
GPS active

USB connector

Large, 3.5 in
LCD display
with backlight

Probe/Display unit
Battery level
Keypad

Operation instructions on-screen.
Variable display contrast compensates
for extreme ambient lighting conditions.
Strap

Control Unit Design for Field Operations
Auto-calibration feature provides hassle free
calibration of pH, dissolved oxygen, conductivity,
turbidity and depth.
Shock resistant cover designed for rough treatment in
the field and is easily cleaned.
Cable can be easily connected and disconnected with
quick-connect fitting.
Cable connector

Data Management
Auto hold function freezes average data values on the
screen to offer more time to verify or transcribe data.
Diagnostic functions notify the user of errors.
Integral USB connection for data transfer to a PC.
USB cable is sold separately and includes software.
Selectable measurement units allow the operator to
report data without the need to
convert data to desired units of
measure.

GPS Compatible
(U-52G/53G)

The system can be used in conjunction with
the Global Positioning System (GPS) to
record latitude, longitude, and other location
data for individual measurements. This is
particularly useful for environmental surveys.
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pplication

pH

Oxidation Reduction Potential

Reference

Conductivity

Dissolved Oxygen

Turbidity

〉
〉
Sensor Probe Unit 〉

Multiple Sensors Housed in Each Probe
Multiple sensors allow for the measurement of 11
parameters simultaneously.
(pH, pH (mv), ORP, DO, COND, Salinity, TDS, Seawater
Specific Gravity, Temperature, Turbidity, Water depth)
Turbidity Sensor conforms to US EPA method 180.1
(Model U-53).
Precision has been improved over conventional
instruments. The Model U-53 high precision field
replaceable turbidity sensor with wiper has a
resolution of 0.01 NTU.
Improved stability of the dissolved oxygen sensor has
been achieved with a new 3 electrode design for fast
response and polarographic sensor for ease of
maintenance.
pH and ORP electrodes can be replaced individually
■ U-5X

series specification comparison list

pH
ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential)
Dissolved Oxygen
Conductivity
Salinity
TDS (Total Dissolved Solids)
Seawater Specific Gravity
Temperature
Turbidity LED
Turbidity Tungsten lamp
Water depth
GPS

U-51 U-52 U-52G U-53 U-53G
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■ U-50 Series Specifications
U-51

Sensor Probe

U-52

U-52G

Measurement temperature

-10 to 55℃

Maximum sensor diameter

Approx. 96 mm

U-53

Probe length

Approx. 340 mm

Cable length

Standard: 2 m, option: 10, 30 m

Mass

U-53G

Approx. 1,800 g (Approx. 3.97 lbs)

Automatic calibration (uses pH4)
Turbidity wiper
Measurement depth
Liquid contact part material (liquid end material)

Max. 30 m
PPS, glass, SUS316L, SUS304, FKM, PEEK,Q, titanium, FEP membrane, POM

Water resistance

JIS protection level 8

Outer dimensions

115 (W) x 66 (D) x 283 (H) mm

Mass

Approx. 800 g (Approx. 1.76 lbs)

LCD

320 x 240 liquid crystal display with backlight (black and white)

Data memory

Control Unit

10,000

Communication

USB

Battery
Water resistance
Battery Life

C batteries x 4
JIS protection level 7 (when sensor cable is fitted)
Approx. 70 hours (without backlight)

Storage temperature
Ambient temperature

-5 to 45℃
Glass electrode method

Measurement principle

pH

Range

●Two-point calibration

Resolution

●Automatic temperature

pH0 to 14
0.01pH
±0.05pH

Repeatability

±0.1pH

Accuracy

Platinum electrode method

Measurement principle

Oxidation
Reduction Potential
(ORP)

-2000 mV to +2000 mV

Range

1 mV

Resolution

±5 mV

Repeatability

±15 mV

Accuracy

Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
●Salinity conversion

(0 to 70 PPT/automatic)
●Automatic temperature

compensation

Polarographic method
0 to 50.0 mg/L
0.01 mg/L

Measurement principle
Range
Resolution

±0.1 mg/L

Repeatability
Accuracy

0 to 20 mg/L: ±0.2 mg/L

●Auto range
●Automatic temperature

conversion (25℃)

0.000 to 0.999 mS/cm: 0.001
0.0 to 99.9 mS/m: 0.1

1.00 to 9.99 mS/cm: 0.01

0.100 to 0.999 S/m: 0.001

*±1% F.S. (Median of two-point calibration)

Measurement principle

Conductivity conversion

Range

0 to 70 PPT (permillage)

Resolution

0.1 PPT

Repeatability

±1 PPT
±3 PPT

Accuracy
Measurement principle

Total Dissolved Solid
(TDS)

Range

●Conversion factor setting

Repeatability

Conductivity conversion
0 to 100 g/L
0.1% F.S.

Resolution

±2 g/L
±5 g/L

Accuracy
Measurement principle

Seawater specific
gravity
●Display

σt, σ0, σ15

Conductivity conversion
0 to 50σt

Range
Resolution

0.1σt

Repeatability

±2σt
±5σt

Accuracy
Measurement principle
Range

Temperature

Resolution
Repeatability
Accuracy
Measurement principle
Range
Resolution

Turbidity (TURB)

Repeatability

10.0 to 99.9 mS/cm: 0.1
1.00 to 9.99 S/m : 0.01

±0.05% F.S.

Repeatability
Accuracy

Salinity

0 to 10 S/m (0 to 100 mS/cm)

Range
Resolution

20 to 50 mg/L: ±0.5 mg/L

4 AC electrode method

Measurement principle

Conductivity (COND)

Approx. 500 measurements
-10 to 60℃

Thermistor method
-10 to 55℃
0.01℃
*±0.10℃ (at calibration point)
JIS class B platinum thermometer sensor (±0.3+0.005 | t |)
LED light source and 30°
scattering method

Tungsten lamp source and 90°
scattering method

0 to 800 NTU

0 to 1000 NTU

0.1 NTU

0.01 NTU

*±5% (Reading) or ± 0.5 NTU whichever is greater

±3% (Reading) or ±0.1 NTU whichever is greater

±5% (Reading) or ±1 NTU whichever is greater

10 to 1000 NTU: 3% (Reading)

0 to 10 NTU: ±0.5 NTU
Accuracy

or ±1 NTU whichever is greater
Measurement principle
Range

Water depth

Resolution
Repeatability
Accuracy

GPS

Pressure method
0 to 30 m
0.5 m
±1% F.S.
±0.3 m

12 channel parallel

Note:
* Battery life based on continuous operation using alkaline C dry batteries when the monitor temperature is over 20℃ and the backlight OFF.
* Accuracy is measured by calibrating 4 points for turbidity and electrical conductivity and 2 points for all other measurements against standard solution.
* Repeartability is measured by the ability to reproduce the results against the standard solution (at 25℃ normal pressure condition).
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■ Dimensions unit: mm (in)

■ U-50 Series
Cable length

■ Control unit
115 (4.53)

■ Control unit (with GPS)

3200164509

U-51 (10 m)

3200164510

U-52 (2 m)

3200164501

10 m

U-52 (10 m)

3200164502

30 m

U-52 (30 m)

3200164503

2m

U-52G (2 m)

3200156563

10 m

U-52G (10 m)

3200164499

30 m

U-52G (30 m)

3200164500

U-53 (2 m)

3200164506

10 m

U-53 (10 m)

3200164507

30 m

U-53 (30 m)

3200164508

2m

U-53G (2 m)

3200158178

10 m

U-53G (10 m)

3200164504

30 m

U-53G (30 m)

3200164505

10 m

U-52

335 (13.19)

U-52G

2m

U-53

U-53G

Code

U-51 (2 m)

2m

66 (2.6)

283 (11.14)

Model

2m

U-51

■ Standard Accessories
Item
■ Sensor probe

φ95 (φ3.74)

450 (17.72)

Quantity

pH4 standard solution (500mL)

1

pH reference internal solution (250 mL)

1

DO sensor internal solution set
●Internal solution (50mL)
●Sandpaper (#8000, #600)
●Syringe

1

DO Membrane space parts set

1

Spanner for DO sensor

1

Cleaning brush

1

Calibration cup

1

Back pack

1

Strap

1

Alkaline batteries LR14

4

Silicon grease

1

Instruction manual

1

■ Consumables
Item
pH sensor

■ Option

pH sensor

Item

Model

Code

Carrying case

ToupH

3014057312

7113

3200170923

7313

3200170920

DO sensor

7543

3200170924

Reference sensor

7210

3200043582

―

3200043587

Turbidity sensor

U-52/52G

7800

3200172803

Turbidity sensor

U-53/53G

7801

3200172800

―

3200170194

306

3200170938

DO membrane cap

3200174772

Code

7112

ORP sensor

Reference tip

U-5030

Model

DO Inner fluid

50mL

■ Standard solution
Item

Flow chamber

―

3200156570

Probe guard

―

3200167002

Cable (with data-collection software)

―

3200174823

Standard
solution

Internal
solution

Model

Code

pH4 (for automatic calibration),

500 mL

100-4

3200043638
(9003001600)

pH4 (for automatic calibration),

4L

140-4

3200174430

pH7

500 mL

100-7

3200043637
(9003001700)

pH9

500 mL

100-9

3200043636
(9003001800)

ORP standard solution powder

For 250 mL×10

160-51

3200043618
(9003003100)

ORP standard solution powder

For 250 mL×10

160-22

3200043617
(9003003000)

330

3200043641
(9037005200)

Internal solution for pH reference

250 mL
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HORIBA continues contributing
to the preservation of the global
environment through analysis
and measuring technology.

Please read the operation manual before using this product to assure safe and proper handling of the product.
● The contents of this catalog are subject to change without prior notice, and without any subsequent liability to this company.
● The color of the actual products may differ from the color pictured in this catalog due to printing limitations.
● It is strictly forbidden to copy the content of this catalog in part or in full.
● All brand names, product names and service names in this catalog are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.

http://www.horiba.com
● HORIBA, Ltd.
Head Office
Miyanohigashi, Kisshoin
Minami-ku, Kyoto, Japan
Phone: 81 (75) 313-8123
Fax: 81 (75) 321-5725

● HORIBA INSTRUMENTS
Pte. LTD.
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#05-11/12, Ubi Techpark
Singapore 408564
Phone: 65 6745-8300
Fax: 65 6745-8155
● HORIBA GmbH
Kaplanstrasse 5
A-3430 Tulln,
Austria
Phone: 43 (2272) 65225
Fax: 43 (2272) 65230

Bulletin:HRE-1930C

e-mail: info@horiba.co.jp

Tokyo Sales Office
1-7-8 Higashi-Kanda
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Phone: 81 (3) 3861-8231
Fax: 81 (3) 3861-8259

● HORIBA TRADING (SHANGHAI) CO., Ltd.
Beijing Office
Shanghai Office
Room 1801, Capital Tower Beijing,
Room 1701, United Plaza,
Tower 1 No.6Jia, Jianguomenwai Ave.,
1468 Nanjing Rd. West,
Chaoyang District, Beijing,
Shanghai, 200040, China
100022 China
Phone: 21-6289-6060
Phone: 10-8567-9966
Fax: 21-6289-5553
Fax: 10-8567-9066

● HORIBA India Private Limited
Delhi Office
Pune Office
1212A, Hemkunt Tower,
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Interface Meter
Model 122 Data Sheet

Interface Meter
Model 122

Solinst Oil/Water Interface Meters give clear and accurate
measurements of product level and thickness in wells and tanks.
Determination of both light (floating) non-aqueous phase liquids
(LNAPL) and dense (sinking) non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPL)
is quick and easy. The factory-sealed probe is pressure proof
(up to 500 psi) and tapes are available in a range of lengths from
100 - 1000 ft (30 - 300 m).
The 5/8" (16 mm) diameter probe allows easy access through
tight spaces and into narrow wells. The probe is designed for use
in various monitoring applications. 122M Mini Interface Meters
also available, see 122M Data Sheet for more information.

Hazardous Locations Use
Model 122 Interface Meters have been approved for use in
explosive environments. They are suitable for use in hazardous
locations Class I, Div 1, Groups C&D based on standards of the
Canadian Standards Association (CSA).
The Model 122 Interface Meter with laser marked PVDF
tape is now ATEX certified under directive 94/9/EC,
as II 3 G Ex ic IIB T4 Gc.
The grounding strap is a safety essential when the meter is used
in potentially explosive environments. It also ensures that the
electronics are properly protected.

Operating Principles
Product (Non-conductive liquid) = Steady light and tone
Water (Conductive liquid) = Intermittent light and tone
To detect liquids, Solinst Interface Meters use an infra-red
beam and detector. When the probe enters a liquid the
beam is refracted away from
the detector which activates an
audible tone and light.
If the liquid is a non-conductive
oil/product the signals are
steady. If the liquid is conductive
(water), the conductivity of the
water completes a conductivity
circuit. This overrides the infrared circuit, and the tone and
light are intermittent.
The 122 Interface Meter sensor
provides an accuracy as good
as 1/200 ft or 1.0 mm. The high
accuracy enables the sensor to
detect the slightest sheen of oil
on the surface of the water.

Get Quote | More Info

Accurate, Reliable, Robust
•
•
•
		
•
		
		
		
•

Designed for rugged field use
Stable electronics with automatic circuitry testing
Laser marked PVDF flat tape is easy to decontaminate;
resists stains
Tape uses stranded stainless steel and copper coated
steel conductors:
- high in tensile strength; electrical efficiency
- non-stretch; does not corrode
Sturdy free-standing reel with carrying handle

High Quality Design
The state-of-the-art electronics include automatic circuitry testing
when the ‘On’ button is used; 120 hours of on-time battery life;
clear signals; and high accuracy. The circuits are powered by a
single standard 9V battery which is housed in an easy-access
drawer in the faceplate of the reel.
Infra-red refraction is used to detect liquids and conductivity
to distinguish water. Both optical and electronic sensors are
precisely aligned at the same zero point. The factory sealed
probe does not need to be accessed by the user. An integral
stainless steel shield protects the sensors. It is set permanently
into place, yet allows for easy cleaning.

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensor accuracy to 1/200 ft or 1.0 mm
Certified intrinsically safe
5/8" (16 mm) diameter probe
Easy access 9V battery
Automatic shut off after 5 minutes
Replacement tapes are interchangeable with other Meters

Model 122 is QPS approved for use in hazardous locations Class I, Div 1, Groups C&D based on CSA Standards
and is ATEX certified under directive 94/9/EC as II 3 G Ex ic IIB T4 Gc

High Quality Groundwater and Surface Water Monitoring Instrumentation

Interface Meter
Obtaining Product Measurements
To measure the thickness of a product layer, lower the probe
into the well until the signals activate. If there is an oil/product
layer on the top of the water (LNAPL), the light and tone will
be steady, indicating an air/product interface.
Read the depth off the permanently marked tape. Lower
the probe further into the water, where the signals become
intermittent, then pull back up and take a reading at the
product/water interface. The thickness of the product layer is
then determined by subtracting the first reading from the second.

P8 Probe
The 122 Interface Meter uses the P8 Probe, which is 5/8"
(16 mm) in diameter and stainless steel. It is pressure proof,
up to 500 psi. The beam is emitted from within a Hydex
cone-shaped tip. The tip is protected by an integral stainless
steel shield, and is excellent for the vast majority of product
monitoring situations.

If there is only water in the well and no product, there will only
be intermittent (water) signals. The presence or absence of
dense (sinking) non-aqueous layers (DNAPL) is determined by
continuing to lower the probe to the bottom of the well.

Laser Marked PVDF Flat Tape

If the steady tone and light return, this indicates a nonconductive liquid. Measure the depth and continue lowering
the probe until it touches bottom and the tape goes slack.

The easy-to-read markings on the 3/8" (10 mm) PVDF flat
tape are permanently laser-marked. The dog bone shaped
tape avoids adherence to wet surfaces in wells. It is resistant to
most chemicals, and the smooth surface of the tape is easy to
decontaminate and easy to handle.

To determine the thickness of the DNAPL layer, subtract the
first reading from the bottom depth.

The PVDF flat tape is extremely accurate, traceable to NIST
and EU measurement standards.

LM2: Feet and tenths: with markings every 1/100 ft.
LM3: Meters and centimeters: with markings every mm.

Included Equipment
Each full size meter is provided with a grounding cable,
cleaning brush, a convenient carrying case with shoulder strap,
and a tape guide/datum.
The tape guide may be used to provide support for a small
reel on the well casing. It acts as a datum allowing repeatably
accurate measurements; ensures that the probe hangs in the
centre of the well; and protects the tape from damage.
It is essential to use the grounding cable to ensure safety and
proper function of the electronics in all applications.
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For further information contact: Solinst Canada Ltd.
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APPENDIX E
Sample Field Data Sheets

Well No.: Del Rio Well 271

Page:

-----EXAMPLE ONLY ------

Client: City of Modesto, CA

Date: December 18, 2018

Task: New well development and testing
56.34

SWL =
TIME
Clock

File:
0657

Time

PSI

Min f Well

MP =

3.22

OPERATION
Rate

1 of 12

WL

DD

Totalizer =
SAND

SC

ml

418-12-17-48

683575

TURBIDITY

AIR

PPM Color NTU Check

Air

COMMENTS

All water level measurements from TOC and are not corrected for MP above surface.
0657

56.34

SWL

Day 1 development plan: surge pump 300, 500, 750 gpm rates
0705

0

Start pump at 300 gpm - check drawdown

water up 28 sec

0706

1

0710

5

4

0715

10

0720

15

0722

0

0727

5

5

26

507

76.34

20.00

0732

10

5

26

505

76.44

0737

15

5

25

500

76.45

0740

18

Stop and surge #1 - double surge plus pumpout

0749

0

Start pump at 500 gpm

0750

1

0754

5

0759
0804

35

300

60.34

4.00

75.00

0.02

baseline

34

298

64.34

8.00

37.25

0.95

122.84 brown 656.00

5

297

64.54

8.20

36.22

1.22

28.53

5

297

64.55

8.21

36.18

1.25

3.17 lght cldy 21.00

Raised pump rate to 500 gpm

throttle 12 turns down

tan

37.00

1.25

baseline

25.35

1.37

12.68 lght gry 36.00

20.10

25.12

1.40

3.17

lt cldy

17.00

20.11

24.86

1.40

0.00

ok

8.50

no

no stress
open 2 turns

no

stable, no stress
3-pump starts

26

512

71.34

15.00

34.13

0.10

base

4

26

510

72.55

16.21

31.46

0.55

59.44 lght gry 102.00

10

5

25

509

72.57

16.23

31.36

0.60

5.28

15

5

25

508

72.58

16.24

31.28

0.62

2.11

0805

Peak sand ref

ok

sand peak 1/2

18.00
7.80

no

SC increase

Stop and surge #2 - double surge

0815

0

0816

1

0820

5

0825
0830

Start pump at 500 gpm
26

514

71.05

14.71

34.94

0.05

base

4

26

512

72.15

15.81

32.38

0.25

26.42

65.00

10

5

26

510

72.16

15.82

32.24

0.31

6.34

9.00

15

5

26

510

72.17

15.83

32.22

0.33

2.11

1.35

0832

sand peak 1/2
no

SC increase

Stop and surge #3 - double surge

0840

0

Start pump at 500 gpm

0841

1

26

516

71.06

14.72

35.05

0.05

base

0845

5

26

514

72.17

15.83

32.47

0.24

25.10

68.00

0850

10

26

513

72.18

15.84

32.39

0.30

6.34

8.20

0855

15

26

513

72.19

15.85

32.37

0.32

2.22

1.08

0857

0

0902

1

0907

5

0912
0917

little sand change
no

no SC change

Raised pump rate to750 gpm
14

756

85.45

29.11

25.97

0.07

base

4

14

749

85.85

29.51

25.38

0.92

112.27

187.00

10

5

14

749

85.94

29.60

25.30

1.12

21.13

46.00

15

5

14

748

86.02

29.68

25.20

1.17

5.28

12.00

peak sand ref
no

rate SC reference

Stop and surge #4 - double surge new rate 750 gpm
Note: may repeat the surge/pump cycle 5 or 6 times on the 750 rate before stabilizes
Form Eng04-2012

West Yost 530.756.5905

Signed:

Wyle E. Coyote

Well No.:

Page:

Client:

Date:

Task:

File:

SWL =
TIME
Clock

Time
PSI

Min f Well

Form Eng04-2012

MP =

Totalizer =

OPERATION
Rate

WL

DD

SAND
SC

West Yost 530.756.5905

ml

TURBIDITY

AIR

PPM Color NTU Check

Air

Signed:

COMMENTS

Project:

Page:

Client:

Date:

Task:

File:

WELL

Last Updated 04/25/2019

TIME

REFERENCE POINT ELEVATION - DEPTH TO WATER =

West Yost 530.756.5905

Signed:

WATER LEVEL

COMMENTS

